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The Creative Team
Our background - a strong
background in landscape
construction, garden designs and
installations. We are confident
our knowledge and experience
can offer insight and inspiration
for all your landscape projects.
Trust us - we understand that
landscaping can be overwhelming
at times. We can guide you in
selecting the proper aggregates,
decorative stone, landscape rock,
interlocking pavers, natural stone
steps, flagstone, or just that one
special rock for your property.
After all, a rock is just a rock
until you get creative!
Our direction - to develop a
new approach to the landscape
depot sector. We source new
materials that offer you different
choices, yet of course don’t forget
about the basics. Our Inventory
is selected to create the best
landscape ideas! Looking for a
fifteen foot slab of natural rock,
or expanded shale for decorative
use? We have it... If not, we’ll find it.
We know what you want creative products, creative
solutions, competitive prices,
value added customer service,
and the opportunity for you to
engage in dialogue with a depot
who listens. We also understand
the importance of prompt
delivery. To put it simply, we’re
here to assist you.
Who we are - a destination
where home owners and the
design & landscape professionals
connect, inspire, and prosper
through partnership and award
winning landscapes!

www.creativelandscapedepot.com
info@creativelandscapedepot.com
519 - 664 - 0225
1175 King Street North, St. Jacobs
Ontario, N0B 2N0

Living Creative

Contact Us

Looking For a
Professi nal to Help

Design & Build
Your
Dream
Landscape?

check out our

CREATIVEpro
directory online!
www.creativelandscapedepot.com

HOW IT WORKS
1) Build yourINSPIRATION BOARD Online!
Create a collage of items of interest from
our product collection. Use this collage to
forward to a list of pros, so they understand
your design style and interests.

2) Use Our CREATIVEpro Directory!

Find the right landscape contractor for
you. Browse profiles of certifed professionals,
and review their body of work.

3) Request Quotes & Consulations!
Input your contact information, project
details, yourINSPIRATION BOARD, and
have automatic interaction with each
selected CREATIVEpro.

4) Hire, Design, Build, Enjoy!

Where home owners and the
design & landscape professionals
connect, inspire, and prosper
through partnership and award
winning landscapes!
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DECORATIVE STONE
Decorative stone is available in all, or either of the following:
•bulk
•1-yard tote bags
•personal carry bags
Decorative Stone is a permanent
landscape solution that brings
a clean and fresh look to any landscape
design. Stone mulches will enhance
raised landscape beds, tree wells, patio
edging, pathways and perennial beds.
Decorative Stone is also great for
filling urns - whether indoor or out, and
used for decorative interior designs such
as filling vases or bowls. Adding the
colour and texture of stone indoors
creates a wonderful atmosphere and
ambience. When properly installed using
our edging and landscape fabric, your
decorative stone will give lasting beauty
year after year. The aesthetic and
functional use of stone mulch will save
you the yearly cost of mulching with
bark mulches.

Decorative Stone
1-3¨Granite
Benefits:
River Rock
•retains soil moisture
in gardens
•prevents weed growth
•enhances drainage
•prevents erosion of
soil and other
plant material
•do not attract insects
or harbor weed seeds
•does not blow away, rot,
or change colour
•easy maintenance of
garden beds
•available in many
2850 lbs
colours, sizes, textures $109 yard
•adds accent colours
$12 bag
to overall landscape
designs

Ebony Granite
Beechwood
Pebble

Slatescape

Red Granite
(15% pink)

2160 lbs

2500 lbs

$189.99 yard
$15 bag

4-8¨Granite
River Rock

$139.99 yard
$9.99 bag (40lb)

1” Natural
River Rock

2850 lbs

$109 yard
$12 bag

1000 lbs

$199.99 yard
$12.99 bag (40lb)

$49 yard

Terrastone 1”

Beautidrive 1/2”

Indian Sunset

2500 lbs

2500 lbs

1900 lbs

1900 lbs

2060 lbs

(custom order)

$199 yard
$9.50 bag (40lb)

Pink Quartz

Pea Stone

Granite Boulders

Barn Red

2380 lbs

2380 lbs

(custom order)

$239.99 yard

$129 yard
$14 bag

1-3” Natural
River Rock

4-8 Natural
River Rock

Red Lava

Black Lava

Silica Pebble

2680 lbs

2680 lbs

1150 lbs

1500 lbs

2500 lbs

$49 yard
$9 bag
2680 lbs

(15% pink)

Brown Marble

$99.99 yard

3/4” Granite

$49 yard
$9 bag

$249.99 yard
$14.99 bag (40lb)

$299.99 yard
$14.99 bag (40lb)

$129 yard
$9.99 bag (40lb)

$129.99 yard

$299.99

2850 lbs

$219.99 yard
$9.99 bag (40lb)

$36 yard
$6 bag
2600 lbs

$179.99 yard
$9.99 bag (40lb)

2900 lbs

$0.13 lb
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DECORATIVE STONE & ORNATE PEBBLES
Mexican Beach
Pebble Tan
White Dolomite

Mexican Beach
Pebble Black

Polished
Pebble Red

Highly
Polished Red

Polished Mixed

Matte White

Western Sunrise

White Marble

Walnut Pebbles

Walnut Nuggets Petal Pink

2600 lbs

20 lb bag

$0.64 lbs
$1049.99

$24.99 bag

2200 lbs tote
2780 lbs

$164.99 yard

(custom order)
$9.99 (40lb bag)

2600 lbs

2000 lbs

2500 lbs

2320 lbs

2500 lbs

(custom order)

(custom order)

(custom order)

(custom order)

(custom order)

$224.99 yard

$329.99 yard

$219.99 yard

$239.99 yard

Mocha Marble

Brookside
Brown

Brookside
Green

Riverbed
Harvest

2600 lbs

Riverbed
Rainbow

2800 lbs

$99.99 yard

(custom order)

$79.99 yard

2600 lbs

2600 lbs

2600 lbs

3000 lbs crate

3000 lbs crate

3000 lbs crate

$0.64 lbs
$1299.99

$0.64 lbs
$1299.99

$219.99 yard

(custom order)

Semi Polished
Slate Black

Semi Polished
Off White

$0.64 lbs
20 lb bag
2600 lbs

$0.64 lbs

2600 lbs

$0.64 lbs

2800 lbs

$399.99 yard
Green Mica

(custom order)

$please ask

Red Mica

2800 lbs

2600 lbs

$0.64 lbs

20 lb bag

$0.64 lbs
$1299.99

2800 lbs

$399.99 yard
Black Mica

(custom order)

$29.99 bag

20 lb bag

$29.99 bag

Semi Polished Beige

White
Polished Pebble

Black
Polished Pebble

Navajo Skippers

2600 lbs

2600 lbs

2850 lbs

2200 lbs tote

2200 lbs tote

$0.64 lbs
$1049.99

$0.64 lbs
$1049.99

2800 lbs

$please ask

$please ask
2600 lbs

$0.64 lbs
$1049.99

2200 lbs tote

Yellow Polished
Pebble
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FIRE STONE & GLASS
Highly Polished
Off White

Slate Black

Fire Stone

Highly
Polished Black

Fire Stone

Fire Stone

IvoryTan

Fire Stone

Fire Stone

20 lb bag

20 lb bag

$119.99 bag

Off White

Basalt

Reflective Gray

White Crystal
Crushed Glass

Crushed Glass

Reflective Black

Clear

Reflective Blue

10 lb bag

10 lb bag

10 lb bag

Ice

White

Fire Stone

Crushed Glass

20 lb bag

20 lb bag

20 lb bag

10 lb bag

10 lb bag

Ceramic

Ceramic
Mixed

Ceramic
Grey

Ceramic
Charcoal

Black

Coffee

24 units per set / 2.25” diameter

20 lb bag

20 lb bag

20 lb bag

$99.99 bag

20 lb bag

$99.99 bag

Fire Balls

$199.99 per set

$99.99 bag

Fire Stone

$please ask

$119.99 bag

Fire Stone

$please ask

$please ask

Fire Stone

$89.99 bag

Glass Pebble

$79.99 bag

Glass Pebble

$89.99 bag

Glass Pebble

10 lb bag

10 lb bag

$79.99 bag

$79.99 bag

Glass Pebble

10 lb bag

$79.99 bag

$please ask

Crushed Glass

$79.99 bag
10 lb bag

$79.99 bag

Crushed Glass

$89.99 bag
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MULCH
All mulch is available in:
•bulk
•1-yard tote bags
•personal carry bags

Playground
600 lbs

Nincompoop
Mulch

Auburn

Black

Fine Pine

$65.99 yard

$49.99 yard
$10 bag

$49.99 yard
$10 bag

$54.99 yard
$10 bag

Natural
Cedar

527 lbs

768 lbs

$49.99 yard
$10 bag

$54.99 yard
$10 bag

$49.99 yard
$10 bag

600 lbs

721 lbs

777 lbs

780 lbs

Nothing adds to the splendor of a healthy, well
manicured lawn like a beautiful mulch bed. The
best thing about mulch is that it promotes healthy
plant growth. A base of 2-3 inches of shredded
mulch around your plants and under your shrubs
adds organic matter to the soil which is vital to
healthy plant growth.
Organic mulches improve the condition of the
soil. As these mulches slowly decompose, they
provide organic matter which helps keep the soil
loose. This improves root growth, increases the
infiltration of water, and also improves the
water-holding capacity of the soil.
Organic matter is a source of plant nutrients and
provides an ideal environment for earthworms
and other beneficial soil organisms. Apply mulch
when the weather gets warm. Don’t put mulch
down too early in the spring, give the soil a
chance to warm up. Mulching too early will
actually slow down the warming process. Mid
to late spring is the best time to apply mulch.
Benefits of Mulch
•moderates extremes in temperature
•conserves moisture
•controls weeds
•prevents erosion
•improves soil aggregation, granulation, and
overall soil quality
•provides habitat and sustenance for
beneficial soil organisms
•improves the efficiency by which plants
take up fertilizers
•prevents soil compaction and improves
aeration
•allows air and water penetration into
the root zone
•aesthetically pleasing by adding texture
and colour
•makes surface areas more usable for paths,
play and sitting areas
•makes landscaped areas easier to maintain
•helps provide unity among a group of
planting beds

$55.99 yard
$10 bag

(custom order)

$11.95 bag

Hemlock

Shredded
Pine

739 lbs

$49.99 yard
$10 bag

$64.99 yard
$11 bag

768 lbs

730 lbs

Red

Mocha
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SOIL & AGGREGATES
Soil is the naturally occurring, organic material at the surface of the earth that is capable of supporting plant growth. Soil
influences many areas of our lives. It is an integral part of our ecosystem. The composition of the soil in an area has a direct
effect on the plant and animal life there. Soil is comprised of sand, silt, and clay, mixed with varying amounts of organic matter,
water, and air.

Screened Topsoil

• used for levelling out
uneven areas and holes
on lawns
• used for sodding, general
planting including trees,
shrubs, and perennials
• economical approach
for lawn care
• 2248 lbs

$27.99 yard
$5 bag

Garden Builder

• screened to a fine and
workable grade
• designed and blended
to be used as the
main growing medium
for all new garden beds
• includes rich composted
organics and allows for
positive filtration of water
and air, allowing plants to
thrive and preventing
compaction of the base.
• 2100 lbs

$36.99 yard
$ bag

Grass Seed

• certified Speare grass seed
• overseed with quality soil in the
spring & fall (1/2” - 1” thick soil)
• watering new seed is crucial - never
allow the soil to dry out

$29.50 - 10lb bag
$69 - 25lb bag

Gro Max

• rich, dark, high organic
multi-purpose planting soil
• blend of composted bark,
leaf/yard compost, soil
• balanced for organic matter
mineral requirements and
nutrients
• ideal for replenishing
older and compacted
soils
• 1912 lbs

$45.99 yard
$6 bag

Top Dress

• attacks thatch
• encourages grow-in of grass
• benefits turf layer and
root zone
• flows through top
dressing equipment
• apply with or without
grass seed
• plenty of organic matter
and nutrients
• blend of composted pine bark,
leaf/yard compost, sand
• 1363 lbs

$56.99 yard
$7 bag

Aggregates are used for the foundation of new construction and renovations. Many granulars can be compacted while
others self compact and therefore do not require machine use.

Crushed Stone

3/4” Crushed stone has many
names. This aggregate is self
settling and requires no
compaction. Used for permeable
paver applications, drainage,
window wells, foundations of all
structures, and many other
base installations.
2550 lbs

Stone Dust

Stone dust is used as
the thin screeded base
for interlocking pavers
and wall stone.
2663 lbs

$26.99 yard
$6 bag

$37.99 yard
$6 bag

A-Gravel

A-gravel is great for the
base of driveways, walkways,
patios, and is used to
mix concrete.
2720 lbs

$25.99 yard
$6 bag

Peastone

Peastone is a decorative
granular, offering an aesthetic
approach for drainage. Peastone
is great for bordering walkways
and filling urns, and is often
used for filling joints between
flagstone installations. Use Gator
Rock Bond for binding peastone joints.
2573 lbs

$36.99 yard
$6 bag

#2 Sand

A highly permeable
aggregate, often used
for the bedding layer below
interlocking applications.
Sand is also used for
play areas, sand boxes,
and volleyball courts.
2521 lbs

$28.99 yard
$6 bag

High Performance
Bedding Sand (HPB)
self-compacting for base
preperation / 2265 lbs

$45.99 yard
$6 bag

Mason Sand

Mason Sand is very fine,
and is used for backfilling
certain applications,
playgrounds, and for
concrete blends.

$36.99 yard
$6 bag
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ARTIFICIAL TURF
Artificial Turf

Premium synthetic turf (artificial grass) is designed for residential & commercial landscapes, playgrounds, putting greens,
and sports fields. Artificial grass is extremely eco-friendly as it eliminates the need for watering, mowing and harsh weed chemicals.
•drastically reduce or even eliminate maintenance costs associated with natural lawn care
•perfect grass all year regardless of weather or drought conditions and it is weed free
•eliminate the need of pesticides, fertilizers & insecticides and decrease your environmental impact
•synthetic grass can be installed in many places natural grass may not:
(rooftops, indoors, steep slopes, heavily shaded areas or non-accessible areas)
•synthetic grass is available for use anytime, no matter the climate:
(may be used immediately following precipitation or heavy rains without the dirt and mud)
•the average return on investment is estimated between 4-5 years
•our synthetic grasses are warrantied

Pro Turfs

•premium synthetic grass for residential
and commercial landscapes
•luxury synthetic grass lawn
•recommended for upscale residential
and commercial
•dog and pet friendly
•royal green and olive green fibers with
extra thick thatch
•very soft to the touch
•no in-fill required
•thick and extremely lush
•resilient and durable
•10 year manufacturer’s warranty
•112 oz per sqf fiber total weight

Standard Turfs

Standard Synthetic
lawns offers a
wonderful quality
turf with all of the
benefits of any
synthetic turf and
an incredible price!

•quality synthetic grass
at an affordable price
•recommended for residential
and commercial use
•great for dog runs
•royal green and olive green
fibers with thick thatch
•very soft to the touch
•little or no infill required
•thick and extremely lush
•resilient and durable
•8 year manufacturer’s
warranty

$2.99 - $3.99 sqf

$4.49 - 4.99 sqf

Premium Turfs

•for those who want the very best
•premium quality artificial grass for
home, commercial or pet use
•simply the best in premium synthetic grass
•utilizes the SPINEGRASS™ technology
•recommended for upscale residential
and commercial properties
•dog and pet safe
•royal green and olive green
fibers with extra thick thatch
•super lush, super durable
yet soft to the touch
•no in-fill required
•resilient and durable
•total turf weigh 124.8 oz

$5.49 sqf - 6.99 sqf

the look
& feel of
real grass
without the
maintenance
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ARTIFICIAL TURF
Golf Pro

•the ultimate putting surface
•utilizes TRUROLLTM technology
•bi-color green and dark green fibers
•20mm height for better golf ball reaction to shots
•no In-fill required
•resilient and durable
•95 oz per sqf fiber total weight
•pet-safe
•good for up to -30 / +40 degrees

$4.99 sqf

petsafe
Synthetic Grass for Pets

•perfect solution for dog runs and kennels
•shorter pile height for ez-clean up
•durable yet soft to the touch
•stain free
•pet-safe
•good for up to -30 / +40 degrees

Golf Fringe

•provides the ideal putting surface
•utilizes STEMGRASS technology
•20-40 mesh infill
•30mm height for better
golf ball reaction to shots
•high UV-stability
•resilient and durable
•72 oz per square foot
fiber total weight

$please ask

COLLECTION
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CREATIVE URNS
This new line of trendy and fashion oriented ceramic urns and vases offer a variety of styles,
colour options, and sizes to best fit your home or office. The ceramics used are superior quality, and
the designs are cutting edge! Visit us to see the many options within our new Ceramic Vase product line.

The Textured
Collection

Fishnet

12.5 x 6.5 / 16 x 7

Raw

7 / 12.5 x 7

Cirrus

grey, white
12.5 / 18 / 22 x 9

Hive

grey, white
12.5 / 14.5 x 7

Pancake

matte grey, red, turquoise,
brown, yellow, white
12.5 / 20 / 30 x 7

Paper Bag

matte grey, brown, white
12.5 / 14.5 x 7

Stratus

white
18 / 23.5 x 14

Indian Sandstone
Limestone Bowl

Wood Series

Please ask for more information

Stainless Steel Sphere
4” / 6” / 8” / 14” / 16” / 20”
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CREATIVE PLANTERS
Our unique and and contemporary line of urns are available in many sizes, colours, and models. Visit our Creative Showroom for a
first hand example of our Fiberglass, Fiberclay, Stainless Steel, Fiberstone, and Zinc planter lines. Add volume to your living space by
chosing the correct size planter, and compliment the setting with plants or creative urn accessories. We inventory a wide variety of
elegant decorative stones to complete your planter design, and some dry material can provide a low maintenance and elegant outcome!

Fiberstone Collection
white, grey, black

Square Box
18 x 18 x 18
21 x 21 x 21

Tapered

31 x 13 x 13
39 x 16 x 16

Cone

31 x 16
39 x 19

Flower Box
36 x 10 x 8
42 x 24 x 12

Acacia Wood
Stand Planter

please ask for
more information

Arch

11 x 12 x 12
15 x 16 x 16
27 x 18 x 18
31 x 18 x 18

Designer Stainless
Steel Cone
28 / 36 x 13.5
60 x 17.5

Tapered

28 x 13 x 13
36 x 16 x 16

Cone

31 x 16
39 x 20

Flower Box
36 x 8 x 29

Fiberclay Collection (cream, grey, anthracite)
Column

20 x 9 x 9
27.5 x 12 x 12
35.5 x 14.5 x 14.5

Cone

28 x 13
36 x 16.5

Tapered

19.5 x 9.5
27 x 12.5
36.5 x 15.5

Flower Box
23 x 17 x 9
27 x 22 x 11
37 x 30 x 13

Zinc Collection
red, white, black,
green, charcoal

new
modern
planter
& vase
series
pricing
available
@ CLD
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CREATIVE PLANTERS
Made of the highest grade PolyResin, which helps to retain soil moisture, provide UV protection and extend product lifespan to over 10 years.
Manufactured from recycled inputs, the PolyResin used is an environmentally friendly product with a limited carbon footprint. Our planters are fully
resistant to the elements - these planters are designed to withstand temperatures below freezing without cracking or splitting.
All planters are available in 3 colours (black, charcoal, expresso), and 2 textures (flat, lined).

All Pure Series planters are available in Black, Charcoal, & Expresso.

Kobo

Our most versatile planter.
The Kobo design can be used
as an outdoor statement piece
or a table top accent. Made of
a durable, weather resistant
plastic resin base, the Kobo
is ideal for all weather conditions.

Nobleton

Simple and modern,
the Nobleton design
is suited for small and
large plants alike.

$39.99 (14 x 6 x 11)
$65.99 (18 x 8 x 15)
$99.99 (22 x 10 x 19)
$299.99 (30 x 16 x 27)

$74.99 unit (18 x 16 x 16)
$99.99 unit (22 x 19 x 19)

Window Box

Tall and distinctive,
the Midland design
is an ideal addition to
any front entrance.

Low and prominent, the Window Box design is ideal
for window sills and backyard decks. Made of a durable,
weather resistant plastic resin base,
the Window Box is
ideal for all weather
conditions.

$99.99 (24 x 14 x 14)
$99.99 (28 x 13 x 13)
$129.99 (32 x 16 x 16)

$39.99 (18 x 6.5 x 6.5)
$79.99 (25 x 9 x 9)
$99.99 (36 x 10 x 9) (brackets add $24.99)

Midland

Midori
Sleek and solid, the
Midori design is the
ideal planter to anchor
large, tall plants.
$129.99 (31 x 9 x 16)
$259.99 (39 x 12 x 20)

Sierra

Lane Bowl

Contemporary yet traditional, the
Sierra design is ideal for a front
entrance or on a backyard patio.
Made of a durable, weather resistant
plastic resin base, the Sierra is ideal
for all weather conditions.

$79.99 (24 x 24 x 6)
$104.99 (32 x 32 x 8)

$79.99 (18 x 16 x 16) short
$129.99 (22 x 20 x 20) tall

Available in black,
charcoal, & expresso
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CREATIVE PLANTERS

Metallic Corner
Made from thick gauge, rust resistant
galvanized steel, and full seem welded.

All Metallic planters are available in Black, Metallic Grey, White, & Corton Steel.

$549 (36 x 36 x 16)

Metallic Cube

Versatile and durable. The Cube Metallic Series
design can be used as patio focal point or
an office accent. Made of a durable,
powder coated, rust free aluminum
base, the Cube is ideal for the
home, the office and the
outdoors.

$199.99 unit (17 x 17 x 18) small
$299.99 unit (21 x 21 x 22) medium
$479.99 unit (27 x 27 x 27) large

Metallic Long Box

Low and Long. The Long Box Metallic Series
design can be used as an accent
piece for an outdoor
deck or can provide
interest to a rooftop
patio.

$169.99 unit (25 x 11 x 13) small
$219.99 unit (32 x 10 x 16) medium
$339.99 unit (38 x 15 x 16) large
$649.99 unit (60 x 15 x 16) x-large

Metallic Prism
Stylish yet understated.
The Prism Metallic Series
design can be used on
its own or in groups, and
is a wonderful accent
for all landscapes.

$229.99 unit (17 x 17 x 15) small
$379.99 unit (22 x 22 x 19) large

Metallic Pyramid

Modern yet traditional.
The Pyramid Metallic
Series design can be
used as a focal point
for a front entrance
or used to flank a
walkway .

$239.99 unit (14 x 14 x 28) short
$399.99 unit (18 x 18 x 38) tall

Metallic Pedestal

Metallic Span

Modern and simple.
The Pedestal Metallic
Series design can be
used as a front entrance
statement piece or an
indoor accent.

Wide and tall.
The Span Metallic
Series design is
ideal as a restaurant
divider piece or
patio railing accent.

$229.99 unit (14 x 14 x 30) short
$399.99 unit (17 x 17 x 40) tall

$349.99 (30 x 12 x 24)
$449.99 (38 x 10 x 30)
$689.99 (42 x 16 x 32)
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CREATIVE PLANTERS
Nantucket Tall Planter

Why limit your style to the indoors? Our patio planters will transform your property into a personal retreat with outdoor flair. Have the look of
wood without the upkeep with our high-grade polyethylene planters. Long-lasting beauty, durability and quality make our planters the logical choice.
A built-in water reservoir encourages healthy plant growth by allowing plants to practically water themselves.

Style and functionality come together perfectly with the
Nantucket Tall Planter creating an elegant finishing touch to any porch or patio.

Cambridge Tall Planter

The Cambridge Planter offers a blend of modern and traditional design. The curved shape
creates a unique and classy look providing a beautiful accent to the entrance of any home.
white / black / clay
16 x 16 x 28.5

Nantucket Window Box Collection

The new Nantucket Window Box features a bowed front, raised
panel design, pronounced crown molding detail and built-in overflow drains.

$159.99 unit

white / black / clay
32 x 15.5 x 15.5

$159.99 unit

white / black / clay / green / red

2ft Window Box
24 x 11.5 x 10

Bordeaux
Tall Planter

The Bordeaux planter has
a unique modern design that
is very sleek and polished
which will add the finishing
touch to any exterior.

Berkshire Storage Bin

Our multi-purpose storage bin offers a perfect blend of style
and function. The Berkshire is ideal for a backyard
waste bin and includes a set of hooks to
hang your waste bag. This Storage Bin is
a great way to hide children's toys,
gardening tools, bird seed, or
bags of salt for the
winter months.
•white / black
38.5 x 20 x 20

$159.99 unit

Madison Rain Catcher

8 colour options
22 x 22 x 40
38lbs

$please ask

$159.99 unit

4ft Window Box
$184.99 unit
48 x 11.5 x 10

$please ask

8 colour options
22 x 22 x 40

Bordeaux
Tall Waste Bin

3ft Window Box
36 x 11.5 x 10

$134.99 unit

Conserve with style! Beautifully detailed,
collect rain from your downspout to water
your flowers and save money on your water bill.
Complete with a planter top to display
beautiful flowers or plants.
white / black
9.5 x 22.5 x 35
40 gallon water capacity

$284.99 unit

5ft Window Box
60 x 11.5 x 10

$209.99 unit
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CREATIVE PLANTERS
3ft Window Box
36” x 11” x 11”

Fairfield Collection
Have the look of wood
without the upkeep with our
high-grade polyethylene
planters. Our Fairfield
Collection offers longlasting beauty, durability
and quality. The built-in
water reservoir encourages
healthy plant growth by
allowing plants to practically
water themselves.

$159.99 unit

4ft Window Box
48” x 11” x 11”

$184.99 unit

5ft Window Box
60” x 11” x 11”

$209.99 unit

Fairfield Tall Planter

16” x 16” x 28.5”
white / black / clay

$145.99 unit

Fairfield Window Box Collection

Accent your home with our New England design window boxes.

Fairfield Long Planter
31” x 15.5” x 13”
white / black / clay

$264.99 unit

Oxford
Tall Waste Bin
This beautifully detailed
Oxford Waste Receptacle
offers the perfect blend
of function and form. With
a removeable lid and insert liner,
this durable waste solution is not
only practical, but it also adds a rich
architectural element to your decor
22” x 22” x 40”
7 colour options

$please ask

Fairfield Planter

15.5” x 15.5” x 13”
white / black / clay

$179.99 unit
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CREATIVE PLANTERS
Cape Cod Tall Planter

32” x 15.5” x 15.5”
black & white

$159.99

Cap Cod Collection

Upgrade your outdoor space and enhance the look
of your patio or front entrance with a selection of
our Cape Cod planter collection. With a rich
architectural detail and a variety of sizes, you can easily
transform your patio into your own personal retreat.
(entire collection available in black & white)

Wellington

Enjoy the look of wicker without
the risk of weather damage.
(black, expresso & white)
16” x 16” x 28”
16 gallon

$159.99

Cape Cod Patio Planter
14” x 14“ x 16” / $104.99
16” x 16” x 18” / $139.99
20” x 20” x 20” / $169.99

Yorkshire Window Box

The Yorkshire Window Box has
an East Coast charm while
offering a low maintenance
solution. Compliment the
appearance of your home
with a product that cleans
up with the simple rinse of
a garden hose. Made from
high quality vinyl and
providing a wood appearance,
the Yorkshire is a great investment
for your home. (includes mounting
brackets) (available in clay & white)

Cape Cod Window Box
3ft / 36” x 11” x 10.75” / $159.99
4ft / 48” x 11” x 10.75” / $184.99

small 20" x 20" x 20" / $please ask
medium 16" x 16" x 32" / $please ask
large 22" x 22" x 42" / $please ask

Window Box
2ft / 24” x 12” x 10”
3ft / 36” x 12” x 10”
4ft / 48” x 12” x 10”
5ft / 60” x 12” x 10”
6ft / 72” x 12” x 10”

Modesta
Collection

Modesta planters
have exceptional
durability, quality
and long-lasting
beauty.
Made from high
grade polyethylene,
built in UV
inhibitors, and
backed by a 5
year warranty,
this planter will last
as long as its design.
•8 colour options

/
/
/
/
/

$134.99
$144.99
$184.99
$199.99
$229.99

Lakeland Series

The Creative Lakeland
planter has the look of
wood without the
upkeep. Molded from
high-grade polyethylene,
this planter offers a
classy choice for your
outdoor decor!
(black, expresso & white)

Lakeland
Square Planter

16” x 16” x 16” / $144.99
20” x 20” x 20” / $179.99

Lakeland
Square Planter

Lakeland
Tall Waste Bin

$159.99

$please ask

16” x 16” x 28”

22” x 22” x 40” x 38lbs
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contemporary
fashionable
timeless
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CREATIVE FIRE
The Creative concrete fire bowl collection is a cutting edge modern line of lightweight concrete that embody the highest levels of quality, design,
craftsmanship, and materials. The material is less than half the weight of regular concrete and 70% lighter than competitor products. Strength and durability
are uncompromised while rendering a product that is weather resistant, and able to take extreme heat and cold, all while achieving a striking resemblance
of real stone, marble , slate, travertine, and limestone.
•each firebowl comes with a chrome on / off key
•weatherproof protective covers available
Alea
•propane tank cover / side table available
32L x 32W x 12H / 115 lbs
•natural gas or propane connection
$2650 unit
•60,000 BTU
Element
20L x 20W x 16.5H x 50 lbs

Our Corten fire bowls are manufactured from heavy gauge, 3/16” thick steel and are
designed to last a lifetime. They may be used for wood-burning or specced with natural gas or propane burners.
Corten (weathered steel) is an alloy that develops a stable, rust-like oxidation on its surface when exposed to the
elements. This layer, which continually regenerates, provides a no-maintenance finish that protects the steel from corroding.

Bento (Corten)

42L x 42W x 12.75H & 32L x 32W x 12.75H

$3500 / $4500 unit

42D x 9.25H & 42D x 12.25H
$2200 unit (wood burning)
$3300 unit (natural gas / propane)

$1895 unit

Sonoma

Bol (Corten)

72L x 33W x 16H x 215 lbs

$4395 unit

Robata (Corten)

72L x 24W x 12.5H & 54L x 24W x 12.5H

$5700 / $6500 unit

SONOMA

72”

72"W x 33"D x 16"H
65,000 BTU*
33”

215 LBS

10”
10”

16”

** Electronic Ignition 100,000 BTU

DEKKO CONCRETE

23

Serenade

32L x 32W x 15H x 90 lbs

$2650 unit

Bravo

32L x 32W x 13H x 115 lbs

$2695 unit

Avera

48 & 60L x 24W x 14H
145 lbs & 175 lbs

$3595 / $3950 unit

Caldera

45L x 45W x 12H
$3600 unit (wood burning)
$4700 unit (natural gas / propane)

Cazo & Maya

New to our collection. Please call
for more information.

$2299 unit

Belmont

36W x 36W x 16H x 120 lbs

$3595 unit
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CREATIVE FIRE
Redefine one or many of your favorite spaces with a gorgeous electric fireplace.
Our Creative fireplaces offer the widest array of top-quality designs, and of course
offer the benefit of heating and adding ambiance to your space. Visit our showroom to view
our many models of wall-mounted units, fireplace inserts, and the new Opti-Mist technology.

Opti-V Duet

Opti Myst Pro 1000 Cassette

Picture the perfect fireplace: any length, any
location, and any number of sides. Forget
about venting, gas lines and hot glass,
because they are a thing of the past.
Now imagine flames made of water that
you can reach out and touch
120 volts
40 x 12 x 9

Prism

The best-selling electric linear
fireplace just got better with the
Prism Series. Sparkling with intensity
in a full spectrum of RGB colors, the
Prism flame effect illuminates the
diamond-like acrylic ice ember bed
in a show-stopping effect.
120 volts
remote included
34 / 50 / 74 x 19 x 7

Prism Surround Unit

62.5 x 31.75 x 7.75
The Cohesion makes a seamless
addition to any modern space.

Opti-V Duet uses unprecedented technology to render
flames and sparks for a virtual fireplace experience
like no other. The unique and patent protected
design combines ultra realistic flickering flames
with three dimensional LED logs that sporadically
spark and crackle! The perfect blend of magic and
realism - Opti-V is the most unbelievable flame effect yet.

Contempra

The dazzling Contempra Wall-mount
Electric Fireplace provides a modern
touch to any décor. The Contempra is
perfectly versatile with flames that
dance amongst the diamond-like
acrylic ice ember bed, sparkling in
up to 7 different colourful themes.
120 volt
56 x 22 x 6
remote included
pedestal included

120 volt
54 x 18 x 14
remote & pedestal included

Wickson Wall Mount

The sizing of this linear electric fireplace
makes it a perfect fit for any room.
120 volts
34 x 19 x 7
remote included

Synergy Wall Mount

Cohesion Surround Unit
62.5 x 31.75 x 7.75
The Cohesion makes a seamless
addition to any modern space.

The LED flame dances on a
bed of crushed and slivered
glass pieces creating a
modern and clean effect.
The heat comes from the
front of the fireplace
allowing our sleek
and elegant design
to be installed flush
to the wall.

Ignite Wall Mount

IgniteXL™ stands apart as more lifelike and visually
stunning than anything that came before it. With new,
patented flame and heat technology, IgniteXL transforms
the look and feel of any room. Installation is simpler and
more flexible than ever, making the possibilities almost
endless. Enjoy flawless panoramic views that ignite the
senses from any angle.

120 volt & 240 volt
74 x 19.5 x 7.5
thermostat control
remote included
120 volt
50 / 74 / 100 x 16 x 6
remote included

Opti-V Solo

120 volts
30x 17 x 14
remote included

The attractive black finish, incredible
patented flame technology and beautiful
glass ember bed makes this fireplace a
must have for any home. Can be framed
by the Cohesion Surround Unit.

120 volt
50.5 x 19.5 x 7
remote included

Galveston Wall Mount

Mini Cube Electric Stove
14.5 x 8 x 13 / 120 volt
This charming electric stove
adds warmth to any room.
The realistic flames provide
a cozy ambiance year-round.

Nicole Electric Fireplace

Nicole has a perfectly versatile flame that dances
amongst the diamond-like acrylic ice ember bed.
With 7 different colourful themes and 2 support
feet, there are many ways to display this fireplace.
120 volts
43 x 19.75 x 6
remote & support feet included
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CREATIVE FIRE
Adding an outdoor fireplace can bring that “wow” factor to your home, while adding value. Its a current trend, and whether you prefer gas burning
or wood burning fire, adding this focal point can add many benefits. Fire features extend your outdoor season, by combining comfort and warmth,
you can spend more time in the spring and fall outdoors! Spend more time with family and friends around a cozy fire, and add ambiance to any
outdoor space. A fire can also lure you to unused areas of your landscape, allowing you to make use of your entire outdoor space. Adding an
outdoor fireplace is the ultimate addition in landscape design, and is easy to do! There is minimal tear out or digging that neads to be done.
Most units are sold in kits, and are built with easy instruction and easy to use materials. We carry a large variety of fire units, which allow
you to chose between traditional, rustic, eclectic, or contemporary designs to best suit your home and personality.

Valencia Fire Pit ($449.99 unit)
Valencia Steel Sleeve ($345.99)

49D outside / 29D inside x 15H / 1525 lbs
80 units of stone

53D x 51H x 20H
•sold as a kit not pre-assembled.
•piedimonte caps inculded
•metal sleeve included 27L x 27W x 18H

Forno Pizza Oven

Quickwall Fire Pit
Manor Fire Pit

43 x 43 outside / 27.5 x 27.5 inside
12 stones per course

59D outside / 45D inside
23 stones per course

$please ask

Brandon Fire Pit ($1323.99 unit)

•solid weld construction
•highest quality stainless steel
•contemporary design
for tailored spaces

$3025.99 unit

$please ask

Prescott
Fire Pit

52L x 52W x 18H
2520 lbs
•sold as a kit not
pre-assembled.
•piedimonte caps
inculded
•metal sleeve
included
27L x 27W x 18H
$1323.99 unit

Indian Sandstone

Round & square fire pits

$please ask

Manchester Elite Pizza Oven

Raffinato Fire Pit

The Manchester Elite Pizza Oven is a readyto-go pre-assembled pizza oven kit. This pizza
oven has a truly authentic feel with a woodburning cooking chamber lined with firebrick.
The unit requires very little installation time;
allowing you to quickly entertain guests and
deliver perfect pizzas. ($please ask)

includes Raffinato wall 180mm, 90mm, caps
and a fire resistant steel insert.
56L x 42W x 21

$1323.99 unit

Manchester Foyer
$12,948.99 unit
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CREATIVE FIRE
The Building Blocks

Wilmington Gas
Burning Fireplace

Eldorado Outdoor cabinets quickly assemble into
limitless configurations, and can be assembled in just
hours. The integrated scratch coat allows stone or
brick veneer to be installed immediately, speeding
installation and eliminating unnecessary labour.

Designing and building a
masonry fireplace in your
backyard just got a whole
lot easier. The Eldorado
Outdoor Gas-Burning
Fireplace features an
integrated scratch coat, arched
opening and cantilevered
detailed mantel for an impressive
custom masonry appearance.
Veneer Stone not included.
$2959 fireplace
$359 chimney extension
$539 hearth extension
$359 hearth extension bracket

Sherwood
Wood Burning Fireplace

The Sherwood Fireplace creates a
focal point in your open air conversation
setting while providing the warmth and
pleasant crackle of burning wood.
A design statement, the Sherwood
can be dressed with any stone and
accessories to complement and enhance
your outdoor living space.
Veneer stone is not included.
Gas Burning Fireplace
47D x 96L x 93H

$2959

Chimnney Extension
13D x 39L x 16H
$359
Hearth Extension
37D x 39.5L x 16H
$539

custom
burners,
pans & fire
features
adding
character
to your
space
pricing
available
@ CLD
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CREATIVE WATER
Water Basins

Designed to take the guess work out of installing hand
carved stone, fountains, and bubbling urns. Our Basins are
a great way for any contractor or homeowner to quickly
and easily install this popular style of water feature.

Small Basin
•350lbs max weight capacity
•17 lbs unit weight
•pump access panel
•40 gallon water storage capacity
$219.99 per unit (24" x 24" x 10")
$339.99 - $399.99 per unit (30" x 30" x 10")

Spillways

•won’t crack or twist due to
surrounding elements, and is
resistant to corrosion.
•generally used to create waterfall
effects from retaining walls
•clog free, open-top design
reduces maintenance issues
•does not have to be removed
during winter months
•multiple sizes available

$please ask

Waterfall
Foam

$24.99 16oz
$36.99 24oz

Large Basin

45" x 45" x 14"
•1200 lbs max
weight capacity
•46.5 lbs unit weight
•2 access panels
•75 gallon water
storage capacity

$559.98 per unit

Water Matrix

Used to fill all water feature
reservoirs, which support the
filtration and clean return of
water to the pumping source.

Flexpipe

Available in any length
and any size necessary
for all pumps & products,
and most other water or
pump accessories.
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CREATIVE WATER
Pumps

Our Creative Pump collection offers solutions
for small ponds, fountains and water features.
Let one of our water specialists
introduce our many pump options,
and support in the design and build
portion of your waterscape ideas!

$149.99 - $299.99 unit

Pond Liner

full rolls available
$7.99 lin ft (5ft wide)
$15.99 lin ft (10ft wide)
$23.99 lin ft (15ft wide)
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CREATIVE WATER
AquaSurge® Pumps

AquaSurge® second-generation asynchronous skimmer
and waterfall filter pumps accomplish what most other
pumps only aspire to achieve. The combination of
energy-efficient performance, flow and ease of
maintenance, make this pump the ideal choice for
discriminating pond owners.
•extremely energy-efficient, saving hundreds of
dollars over traditional water pumps
•asynchronous motor technology provides
high torque, trouble-free performance at higher
head heights
•designed for use in skimmer and falls filter systems
•oil-free design prevents pond contamination
•provides years of trouble-free operation
•made for continuous use
•will not corrode or rust
•rubber feet prevent noise and vibration
•can be used vertically or horizontally

AquaSurge® 2000

12.5ft max head height

AquaSurge® 3000

15ft max head height

AquaSurge® 4000

18.5ft max head height

AquaSurge® 5000

24ft max head height

AquaSurge® Pro 2000-4000

12.5 - 18.5ft adjustable head height
includes remote control
(adjust the flow of water, on/off button)

$please ask

AquaSurge® Pro 4000-8000

18.5 - 28ft adjustable head height
includes remote control
(adjust the flow of water, on/off button)

$please ask

Pondless® Waterfall Kits

The pondless®, all-inclusive kits create a pondless waterfall with up to
a 26ft stream. Add rocks and complimentary landscape products in and
around the water feature and enhance your back or front yard. The ease
of installing a water feature using an Aquascape kit makes the project fun,
and the outcome professional.

Small Pondless® Waterfall with up to 6ft stream ($1667.99)
•10ft x 10ft liner underlayment (100 sqf)
•10ft x 8ft stream liner
•pondless® waterfall vault
•waterfall spillway
•small AquaBlox® (3 units)
•AquaSurge® pro 2000-4000 pump
•1.5" x 25ft flexible pvc pipe
•pump check valve assembly and installation kit
•get your feet wet door hangers

Medium Pondless® Waterfall with up to 16ft Stream ($please ask)
•10ft x 12ft liner underlayment (120 sqf)
•10ft x 20ft stream liner
•pondless® waterfall vault
•waterfall spillway
•small AquaBlox® (5 units)
•AquaSurge pro 2000-4000 pump
•2" x 25ft flexible pvc pipe
•pump check valve assembly and installation kit
•get your feet wet door hangers
•1 watt, 12v LED waterfall lights (2 units)
•60 watt transformer with photocell
•3 way splitter and 25ft LVL extension cable

Large Pondless® Waterfall with up to 26ft Stream ($please ask)
•12ft x 15ft liner underlayment (180 sqf)
•10ft x 30ft stream liner
•pondless® waterfall vault
•pondless® waterfall vault extension
•waterfall spillway
•large AquaBlox® (5 units)
•AquaSurge® pro 4000-8000 pump
•2" x 50ft flexible pvc pipe
•pump check valve assembly and installation kit
•get your feet wet door hangers
•1 watt 12v LED waterfall lights (3 units)
•60 watt transformer with photocell
•3 way splitter and 25' LVL extension cable

lighting
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outdoorlighting

We have lighting specialists on site to help
design your landscape lighting plan, and
for on-site consultations.

creativetrends
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CREATIVE LIGHTING
Our collection of lamps is inspired by nature as each one is composed mainly of natural stone. Our Creative lights are made of different materials
including: marble, lava stone, onyx, greystone, limestone, sandstone and even river bed stones. Our one of a kind designs are exclusive creation and
addition to the entire Creative product line.
These lights are all 100 % handmade. All crafts persons possess the skills and experience required to ensure the highest quality of refined objects,
which make for a beautiful ambient lighting.

Human
Balam

Greystone & Limestone
h30 / w35 / d35cm x 10kg
maximum 60 watts with
candelabra bulb

$249.99 unit

Onyx Tall
h50 / w25 / d25cm x 27kg
maximum 100 watt
fluorescent bulb

Homa

Limestone & Greystone
h50 / w25 / d17cm x 27kg
maximum 60 watts with
fluorescent bulb

$please ask

Tinaalto
$please ask

$199.99 unit

ASK

ABOUT
OURGIFT
CERTIFICATES

Tuyu

Limestone & Greystone small
h30 / w15 / d15cm x 6kg
maximum 60 watts with
fluorescent bulb

$179.99 unit

Tulum

Limestone & Greystone Large
h50 / w25 / d25cm x 17kg
maximum 100 watts
candelabra bulb
$189.99 unit

Tamay

Greystone & Limestone
h50 / w25 / d25cm x 22kg
maximum 100 watts
fluorescent bulb

$please ask

Oxte

h23 / w38 / d38cm
maximum 60 watts
fluorescent bulb

$289.99

Cocom

Limestone & Greystone large
h50 / w30 / d25cm x 20kg
maximum 60 watts
fluorescent bulb

$279.99 unit
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CREATIVE LIGHTING
Kichler Landscape Lighting

Professional Landscape Lighting adds beauty, character and safety to your home.
Path lights, accent lights and deck lights enhance the unique styling of your home, while
offering the functionality and peace of mind of a well lit outdoor space or hardscape design.

Hardscape / Under Mount
Available in many lengths,
bulbs, and strengths.
Great for illuminating steps
caps, and railings.
$79.99 and up

Deck Mini Light

Versatile mini size and
simple styling for multiple
applications.
4” x 2.5” x 12v

$119.99 unit

Up / Down Accent
Forged Pathway 15803
A contemporary design
supported by quality
cast construction.
8” x 26.5” x 12v

Attractive and functional up and
down light blends with a range
of architectural styles. Matching
120-Volt surface mounted style available.
3” x 6” x 12v

$119.99 unit

Button Lights

Great for highlighting
walkways, driveways,
and patios.

$149.99 - $179.99 unit

$219.99 unit

Moon Light 4” x 2” x 12v ($119.99)

Lubricated
Connectors

Landscape Cable
•12 gage
•available in random
lengths and full rolls

Ripley Pathway 15800

Shallow Shade 15805

$229.99 unit

$209.99 unit

The rich textured architectural
bronze tones, clean lines and sturdy
construction make this path light a
welcome to lighting design.
7” x 26” x 12v

A design only made possible by
today's LED technology, this fixture
will surely captivate its audience
with its unobtrusive styling
8” x 24” x 4w

Dome Pathway 15810

A wider path and spread light that
is unobtrusive in the landscape.
Available in 2 unique colour tones.
8” x 21” x 12v

$109.99 unit

.

Accent Lights

Accent light in Textured
Architectural Bronze engineered
to provide the spread of light
needed with the amount of
lumen or light output desired
(4.5, 8.5, 12.4 watt)

$199.99 - $229.99 unit

Underwater Accent

Transformers

$179.99 unit

$69 - $1199 unit

2-in-1accent light. Designed
for underwater use in ponds,
fountains, and other
water features. Can also be
used out of water as a mini accent light.
2” x 2” x 12v

Kichler's Contractor Series
provides the best options and
flexibility needed for most
installations. Output voltage range
will suit most jobs. Features
include a lifetime warranty.
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OUTDOOR SOUND
Episode
Speaker System
with Crown Amplifier

PRIVACY SCREENS
AcoustaScape
Speaker System

•7 designs

The Acoustic Landscape audio
system brings stunning suround
sound to the backyard with 4
camouflaged two-way
satellite speakers and a bassboosting 8” in-ground subwoofer.

Industry-leader outdoor
sound system, designed for
the best quality sound in any
exterior environment and landscape.
The kit includes:
•4 x in-ground satellite speakers
•4 x in-ground stake connectors
•8” burial subwoofer 8 ohm
•1000 watt Crown amplifier

The kit includes:
•4 x in-ground satellite speakers
•4 x in-ground stake connectors
•8” burial subwoofer 8 ohm

•black powder-coated & corton steal
•1.75” x 76” x 45" (3 set black)
•1.75” x 76” x 42" (3 set corton)

$449.99

Chakra

•1.75” x 24" x 45” (single panel black)
•1.75” x 24" x 42” (single panel corton)

Blocks

Flowleaf

$114.99

pricing
available
@ CLD

Bluetooth Lanterns

Our portable LED bluetooth lantern collection is exciting & unique! They offer the ability to
bring music to any event or setting while casting an ambiant light on the party at the same time.

•precision laser cut from thick
gauge galvanized steel
•corrosion resistant for all seasons
•treated with UV inhibitors
to minimize fading

pricing
available
@ CLD

•all hardware included for
quick and easy setup
Quadra

Parilla

Star

Web

•versatile design – multiple sets
can be fastened together
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outdoor kitchens
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bars
counters
grill islands
pizza ovens
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CREATIVE KITCHENS
Eldorado Outdoor Kitchens
Pre-configured and ready to install, Eldorado Outdoor Signature Kitchens allow you to realize
the perfect outdoor kitchen in days vs. weeks. Choose from many unique kitchens designs, or build
your own to meet your personal style and preferences. Eldorado Outdoor Signature Kitchens are
an easy solution to creating the timeless look and feel of a stone masonry kitchen.

90° Corner with
Cantilever on Two Sides

36" Cabinet

12" Cabinet

$899 unit

$719 unit

$428 unit
12"

40"

36"

40"

40"

2"

10"
36"

36"

36"
30"

30"

30"

Bar Height 90° Corner with
Cantilever on Two Sides

48" Cabinet

24" Cabinet

$919 unit

$639 unit

30"

$899 unit

24"

48"

40"

36"

40"
40"

10"

2"

36"

40"

30"

30"

30"

60" Cabinet

30"

Cabinet with Cantilever

$1025 unit

$849 unit
60"

30"
40"
10"
36"

30"

36"

30"

90° Corner Cabinet
$699 unit

2"

30"

Bar Height Cabinet - Cantilever
$879 unit

30"
30"

40"
10"

36"
40"

30"

30"
30"

30"

2"
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CREATIVE GABIONS
Aesthetics Environmental Friendliness Sustainability Permeability Easy Installation & Built-In Strength Long-Lasting Traditional Concept yet Modern Design

Gabion Baskets

9-gauge steel
includes wire ties and clips
18 x 18 x 18 ($94.99 unit)
18 x 18 x 36 ($124.99 unit)
18 x 36 x 36 ($149.99 unit)
36 x 36 x 36 ($199.99 unit)

Gabion Flat Panels
18 x 18 ($14.99 unit)
18 x 36 ($16.99 unit)
36 x 36 ($29.99 unit)
48 x 72 ($please ask)
Gabion Planter (28 x 18 x 18) $299.99
Gabions are a new trend to the landscape & design
industry. Gabions provide an attractive, effective, and
inexpensive retaining-wall system, that can be filled with
any sort of inorganic material: rock, brick, concrete
debris, or whatever object your creativity can imagine!
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CREATIVE GARDEN ART
Our Creative garden features are not only original designs and pieces of art, but they are innovative to the concrete casting industry.
Each unit is hand sculpted by artisans who specialize not only in creativity but in quality driven concrete products.

Giddian Gargoyle $please ask
9" x 9" x 13" x 30lbs

Head of Buddha

11" x 12" x 24" x 100lbs

Hortus Reginae $310

$259

15" x 13.5" x 28.5" x 140lbs

Our products are suitable for outdoor use, being manufactured from proprietary blends of concrete and having unique weather
resistant finishes applied. Outdoor pieces are cast in grey cement and aggregate mix and then stained. In order to produce a
top-quality concrete that will not deteriorate in the winter, two additives are used:
•air entraining: this puts microscopic bubbles in the concrete that contract and expand during the freeze/thaw cycle
•water reducing plasticizers: less water in the mix equates to a higher strength, more enduring concrete

Akahanga

Benedict Gargoyle

12" x 10" x 30" x 140lbs
(2 pieces) $299

Buddhist Gong

22" x 8" x 30" x 75lbs
(3 pieces) $299

$please ask

21" x 17" x 25" x 220lbs

Barry Frog

Brunello Bench Curved
44" x 14" x 17" x 160lbs
(3 pieces)

$375

9" x 13" x 16" x 60lbs

$179

Japanese Table & Bench
Classic Garden Bench
45" x 13" x 17" x 170lbs
(3 pieces)

$375

Giant Giddian Gargoyle

Giant Ramsis

$please ask

$please ask

20" x 18" x 26" x 220lbs

20" x 17" x 30"

26" x 13.5" x 16.5" x 1851bs
(2 pieces)

$330

Mikan Gargoyle
8" x 8" x 13" x 20lbs

$140

Large Buddha

12" x 11" x 16" x 70lbs

$315

Venus Torso $179
21” x 25lbs
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CREATIVE GARDEN ART

Rapa Nui Face
Mother Nature Pot

22" x 22" x 17.5" x 200lbs

$please ask

Professor Frog

11" x 12" x 12" x 75lbs

$179

Peter Frog

10" x 10" x 22" x 65lbs

$199

Polynesian Tiki
Mask large ($189)
10" x 6" x 30" x 80lbs

Bob

Cotillion Dancer

Rapa Nui Birdbath

$159

$149

$299

8" x 18lbs

18” x 15lbs

12" x 12" x 28" x 145lbs

medium 11" x 9" x 14" x 50lbs $please ask
large 20 " x 16" x 30" x 150lbs $329

Sumo Wrestler

17" x 8" x 20" x 75lbs

$215

Plynth

18” x 100lbs

$199

Hanging Portrait of Mother Nature
$99
small 11" x 5" x 15" x 20lbs
medium 18" x 5" x 19" x 40lbs $179
large 25" x 9" x 25" x 80lbs
$259

Portrait of Mother Nature

Beneath the clouds lives the Earth
Mother from whom is derived the ‘water
of life,’ who at her bosom feeds plants,
animals and men. Algonquin legend In
many cultures, dating back since the first
civilizations, Mother Nature or the Earth
Mother has been associated with plentiful
harvests, fruitfulness and fertility.

Mongolian Buddha

$75
small 7" x 4" x 9" x 4lbs
medium 17" x 11" x 22" x 75lbs $215
large 24" x 16" x 34" x 210lbs $430

medium 22 " x 12" x 23" x 100lbs $please ask
large 28.5" x 12.5" x 33" x 110lbs $please ask
giant 36” x 14” x 40” x 130lbs
$379

Tiki Head
Easter Island

7" x 6" x 20" x 40lbs

$115

12" x 9" x 36" x 180lbs

$please ask
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CREATIVE GARDEN ART
The Enlightened Ape

Reclining Buddha

Frog Bowl

$179

$please ask

$105

26" x 7" x 6" x 45lbs

16” x 50lbs

13" x 13" x 6" x 40lbs

Leonard the Turtle

14" x 11" x 11" x 60lbs

Pennsylvania Slate Bench

Terra Dormis

$179

38" x 20" x 19" x 180lbs

12” x 60lbs

$375

$299

Tiger Lily

16" x 9" x 23" x 45lbs

$180

Otter Family
Terra Mater Earth Goddess
48" x 25" x 18" x 150lbs

13" x 7” x 7" x 15lbs (baby) $please ask
19" x 8" x 9" x 25lbs (mother) $please ask
17" x 9” x 13" x 50lbs (father) $please ask

Kai Bowl

13" x 13" x 6" x 40lbs

$please ask

$399

Swimming Koi

small 19" x 4" x 5.5" x 14lbs
medium 22" x 6.5" x 6.5" x 20lbs
large 27" x 7" x 8” x 30 lbs

Bella Donna

Akhenaten

Hanging Tree man

$299

$299

$please ask

33" x 70lbs

31" x 90lbs

25" x 10" x 5" x 20lbs

Hanging
Leaf Maiden

Mermaid Bird Bath (Bowl)

$please ask

$please ask

25" x 10" x 5" x 20lbs

15.5" x 15.5" x 6" x 40lbs (bowl)
15.5" x 15.5" x 13" x 90lbs (stand)

Mer Family
Bird Bath Large

18" x 18" x 28" x 100lbs

$285

Natures Hand

Frog Prince

$329

$179

14.5” x 100lbs

12" x 60lbs

Frog Pot

19" x 19" x 16" x 110lbs

$please ask
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CREATIVE STONE ART
Our clients come to us with so many
creative ideas for their gardens! Here at our
depot, we hand select, and help to hand
craft an array of garden features which contribute
to a beautiful outcome and functional garden.
We carry a variety of stone benches,
stone tables, and stone inukshuks at our yard, and
are more than happy to help you build your own
custom piece by hand or machine!

creativestoneart

custom accents for your home
available @ CLD
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ARMOUR STONE
Imagine an impressive, secure Armour Stone retaining wall framing your poolside with the tranquil flow of water streaming from an impressive waterfall.
Consider a backyard patio with accent stones adding dimension and weight, or sitting stones circling your outdoor fireplace - perfect for entertaining
your family and friends. We offer limitless possibilities for your project and landscape ideas. The possibilities are endless when you can choose from such
a wide selection of colours, sizes, textures, and shapes.

Wiarton Armour Stone

Kawartha Armour Stone

Sawn Armour Stone

Premium Charcoal
Armour Stone

Premium Charcoal offers a
rich contrast to many bricks
and natural stone homes. This
stone is widely used for accents
within garden beds, retaining walls,
book-shelving steps, and adding
depth to any landscape.
10”-16” (one-man) (200-600lbs)
16”-24” (large) (800-3200lbs)

$0.12/lb

Waterfall Armour Stone

These beautiful stones are used to add weight and
dimension to your gardens, or that special focal point in your landscape.
The sharp veins and crevices separate the Waterfall Stone from the rest.

ASK

ABOUT
OUR

LOAD

FULL

PRICING

The sharp, delicate, and fine charcoal lines
are what define a true Wiarton Armour
Stone. Available in all heights, depths, and
shapes, the Wiarton limestone will add a
definite appreciation to your landscape.
600-4000 lbs

$0.09/lb

Our Kawartha armour stone is
consistency in height and depth,
making it a great wall building
product. Kawartha offers a mix
of grays, browns, and
chocolate tones.

$0.075/lb

$0.24/lb 7”x 12 x 32-40” (300-450 lbs)
$0.22/lb 12”x 12 x 32-40” (450-650 lbs)

1000-2500lbs

$0.16/lb
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ARMOUR STONE
Our Guillotine Armour Stone collection is comprised of the industries top-quality natual stone. Our selection offers multiple colour options, sizes, and character
that is complimentary to all other landscape materials. Guillotine Armour is great for tight, or hard-to-access areas. The consistent depth, and flat ends make the
stone easy to work with, and offer a very linear and clean finish.

Peninsula Light
Guillotined Armour Stone
($0.135/lb)

Peninsula Dark
Guillotined Armour Stone

Wiarton
Guillotined Armour Stone

A more rustic natural stone finish. Consistent height and
depth make for easy handling and linear wall construction.
10” x 14” x 2-5ft (500-1000lbs)
(custom sizes available by request)

Consistent height and depth make for easy
handling and linear wall construction.
Used for modern designs or any
landscape that wants clean
lines with the weight
of natural stone
15” x 15” x 2-5ft (500-1000lbs)
(custom sizes available by request)

$0.135/lb

$0.135/lb

Kawartha Light
Guillotined Armour Stone

Kawartha Dark
Guillotined Armour Stone

Mocha
Guillotined Armour Stone

Refined for small spaces or areas where
machines don’t have access. Our guillotined
armour stone works great for retaining walls,
and borders for pathways & gardens.
14” x 14” x 2-5ft (250-900lbs)
(custom sizes available by request)

Refined for small spaces or areas where
machines don’t have access. Our guillotined
armour stone works great for retaining walls,
and borders for pathways & gardens.
14” x 14” x 2-5ft (250-900lbs)
(custom sizes available by request)

Refined for small spaces or areas where
machines don’t have access. Our guillotined
armour stone works great for retaining walls,
and borders for pathways & gardens.
14” x 14” x 2-5ft (250-900lbs)
(custom sizes available by request)

$0.135/lb

$0.135/lb

$0.135/lb
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ARMOUR STONE
Peninsula Charcoal
Guillotined Armour Stone

Guillotined Cubes

Rustic Armour Stone

Guillotine Cut Ends

Guillotined Wallstone 7x8

Skidded Armour

The newest guillotine armour stone to our collection!
Our dark grey / charcoal has a black top and is very rich
in colour when wet. Consisten height and depth make
for easy handling and linear wall construction.
11” x 14” x 2-5ft (300-700lbs)
(custom sizes available by request)

$0.135/lb

12” x 20” x 20” (125lbs.)
4 unique shapes
grey & brown

Brown
Guillotined Armour Stone

$69.99 unit

Rustic Waterfall Stone

Available in grey & brown blends. Custom Red,
Mocha, and Yukon Yellow available by request. Skidded
Armour is easily movable by one person.
12-14” x 10-14” x random lengths (200-500lbs)

Also new to our guillotine selection, our brown armour
is perfectly nuetral in colour, and offers plenty of character.
All heights available

$0.135/lb

The perfect rectangular & cubical limestone,
movable by one person, and with a very
nuetral grey tone. Custom orders only.
9-12” x 10-14” x 1-3ft (140-340lbs)

$0.095/lb

8” x varying widths & depths
4 shapes (grey & brown)
348 - 428 lbs

$88.99 unit

Refined for small spaces or areas where
machines don’t have access. Our guillotined
skidded stone works great for retaining walls,
and borders for pathways & gardens.
12 & 14” x 14” x 1-3ft (200-500lbs)
(custom sizes available by request)

$0.135/lb

Perfectly manufactured to small cubes,
movable easily by one person. Our skidded
guillotine wallstone are perfect for small
retaining walls and borders
7” x 8” x random lengths (80-200lbs)

$0.135/lb

$0.135/lb
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DECORATIVE STONE

Ask Us
About Our
Full Load Pricing
Moss Rock
$0.12/lb
Add an array of naturally-occurring
colours with lasting beauty to your
garden by carefully selecting and placing
our Moss Rock throughout your
landscape. Their rugged texture
brings definition and provides the
perfect contrast to the plants within
your garden. Harvested directly out
of local Ontario forests, our
carefully-chosen moss rocks
reflect their indigenous surroundings
with a sense of character and history.

Crated Moss Rock
$0.18/lb
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DECORATIVE STONE
Cap Rock

Granite Boulders

The Cap Rock is the top layer of all stone surfaces. Naturally curved
and cratered by the weather, a Cap Rock creates a dry riverbed effect,
and are typically larger, thin slabs of stone.
1000-3000lbs

Granite Feature Stone

We call this the Feature Stone because the richness in the black hues is unique to this Granite Product! Each Granite Feature Stone has a
special character, shape, and incredible fine black streaks throughout its veins. Use this stone for water features, decorative stone, and accents.

$0.15/lb

400-3500lbs

$0.17/lb

Manitoulin Stone (200-3500lbs)

$0.12/lb

This crated and heavily veined stone comes direct from
Manitoulan Island, and offers plenty of character and natural
appeal for any garden. Each unique stone offers its own size,
shape, and therefore ability to build a personalized landscape!

Lava Rock

The warm green, purple,
and earth tones of Lava Rock
are an eye catcher. They are
available in all sizes and shapes,
and are wonderful for garden
accents, bubbling rocks, building
water features, or for the focal
point of your property.
200-2000lbs

$0.25/lb
Decorative Granite Boulders and rounds are commonly used for
creating water features, lining ponds, and shaping river beds. The
circular shapes and random sizes can be used for decorative
stones in your garden, or as a low maintenance ground cover.
50-1500lbs

$0.13/lb
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DECORATIVE STONE
Basalt

Basalt Skins

Basalt is a foreign stone to our region, and offers unique purple and green tones which compliment our domestic landscape products.
Our Basalt selection is grand, and the possibilities are endless with the range of sizes, shapes, textures, and custom cut products we have imported and inventoried.

$0.48/lb

200 - 600 lbs
Skins can be used to create stone benches or
natural stone croppings that heave from the earth.

Basalt comes to us from many distant parts of the world, making it a foriegn gem to our stone collection. This uniquely shaped rock is formed by the earth’s
heaving crust, fiery volcanoes, and colliding terraces. In most cases, Basalt sheds from the earth in long, thin columns, making the harvesting process and ultimate
contours of the stone very unique to standard hardscape products.

Basalt Columns
200-1500lbs

$0.48/lb
Our selection offers all heights, thicknesses, and unique shapes.
These columns are often used for book-shelving a stone wall,
pillars for marking the entrance to a walkway or patio, or an
impressive feature within a garden.

Basalt Dish
200-1500lbs

$please ask
Place a Basalt Dish in your garden, front porch, back patio, or subtly placed under a tree. Our
selection is available in both natural and polished top, which all have beautiful hues of purple,
blacks, greens, yellows, and whites. A Basalt Dish will bring the presense of local bird
life to your gardens, as they will clean and play in the small pool of naturally collected water.

Basalt Gurgler

Polished Basalt Gurgler

$0.82/lb

$220 - $400 unit

100 - 1500 lbs

400 - 1500 lbs

Basalt Basin

50-150lbs
Small, decorative, unique.
Our basins are great
garden accents

$please ask

Basalt Pedestal
50-150lbs

The Basalt Pedestals
are sawn cut both top
and bottom for the ease
of creating an easy stone
bench.

$70 unit (14”)
$105 unit (18”)
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NATURAL STONE STEPS

STEPS
DOMESTIC
Dimensional Limestone Stone Steps

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8ft long / step stackers available for all steps

$179 - $219 3ft
$239 - $289 4ft
$335 - $359 5ft
$379 - $419 6ft
$489 - $569 7ft
$569 - $649 8ft

Indian Sandstone Steps

16” wide / 6 & 7” tall / 4, 5, 6, 7, 8ft lengths
various colour options

$165 - $189 3ft
$235 - $310 4ft
$295 - $435 5ft
$350 - $525 6ft
$490 - $595 7ft
$520 - $649 8ft

VARIOUS

COLOUR

OPTIONS

IMPORTED
RECTANGULAR
MONOLITHIC
NATURAL
STONE
STEPS
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RANDOM TREADS

PRE-CAST STEPS
Random Cut Back Natural Top Steps

Random Treads

Random Slabs are great
for stepping stones, large
single step entrances, long
meandering staircases cutting
through a natural earths slope, or
often table tops. Our inventory is
limitless and offers all shapes,
sizes, and colours to best
suit your home.
all dimensions available

$0.175/lb

Premium
Random Treads

Available in various
irregular sizes, our
premium slabs are
calibrated to a 6” rise,
and offer a flame-top finish.
The refined processing of
the Premium Tread
make them a favorite.
all dimensions available

$0.24/lb

Granite Treads

Granite offers
strength, longevity,
and a variety of colour
options and unique
character from one
stone to the next.

$please ask

Our large selection of Random Cut Back Steps is due to the recent popularity of this
stone. These steps have a traditionally rectangular shape, but offer a completely natural
face and both ends, while the back of the step is sawn cut for easy placement against
foundations, decks, or continuing a walkway of interlocking off the back.

$179 3-4ft
$239 4-5ft
$335 5-6ft
$379 6-7ft
$489 7-8ft
$569 8ft +

Random Cut Black Flamed Steps

Beautiful grey & brown natural stone steps with a smooth flamed finish. These random slabs are popular amongst landscape
designers and architects. The consistency in each irregular or natural shaped step is immaculate and makes for an easy installation.
18-24” Tread
$please ask 3-4ft
$please ask 4-5ft
$please ask 5-6ft
$please ask 6-7ft
$please ask 7-8ft
$please ask 8ft +

30” Tread
$please ask 3-4ft
$please ask 4-5ft
$please ask 5-6ft
$please ask 6-7ft
$please ask 7-8ft
$please ask 8ft +
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PRE-CAST STEPS
Raffinato Step

Rustic Step

Ridge Step

The sleek, polished look of the Raffinato
is a more elegant and refined alternative
to modern and very linear concrete steps.

Our custom Rustic Steps have an extremely
natural stone finish, and are much lighter weight
then natural stone products. These steps are sure
to compliment your new or existing landscape,
and can be used in conjunction with our other
products in the Rustic Series.

For a great look, natural stone
finish, great price, and easy install,
you have the ridge step awaiting
your landscape. Although heavy
for 2 people, these slabs are
movable by hand, and offer a
commercial strength with a
residential aesthetic.

Greyed
Nickel

3ft (7” x 20“ x 346lbs)

$119.99 unit

Onyx
Black

4ft (6” x 18” x 350lbs)

$145.99 unit

5ft (7” x 18” x 485lbs)

Beige
Cream

$165.99 unit

39.4 x 19.6 x 7

rustic brown & deep grey
3 unique faces

Pallet Specs
6 units

Rustic Step Stacker

Step Stackers act as risers within a set of stairs,
and support each step beyond the initial landing. $22.99 unit

$55.99 unit

Pallet Specs
9 steps
3236 lbs
7 x 14.5 x 42

Grey

$79.99 unit

Grey
Mix

Beige
Mix

York Step 60”

Rustic Curved Step

A precast, yet solid random slab that aesthetically

$119.99 unit enhances any staircase and offers some consistency for an easy install.

An economical and gorgeous
approach to compliment your
home or garden with a natural
stone formed pre-cast step.
From transportation to installation,
working with a precast step is
much easier, and offers a
fantastic aesthetic appeal.
6 x 15 x 60

Rustic Random Slab

A precast, yet solid random slab that aesthetically enhances any
staircase and offers some consistency for an easy install. $135.99 unit

Pallet Specs
2 units
515 lbs per step
1029 lbs per pallet

$169.99 unit

Chocolate

Riviera

Rock Garden
Brown

Baja Beige
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PRE-CAST STEPS
Borealis Step

Maya Step

The beauty of wood set in stone.
A new and integral part of Techo-Bloc’s Borealis wood grained collection.
Inspired by the use of timbers in both traditional and modern landscape design, the Borealis
step was designed for seamless transition with the Borealis wall. The step is designed to look like 2 grand
trimmed logs stuck together. Offered in 3 alluring wood colours and compatible with the rest of the Borealis
collection, Borealis is the best choice for capturing the fibrous texture of wood with the practicality and durability of concrete.

Introducing the first precast random slab, offering 4 unique shapes and a natural
stone look for its many landscape applications. The maya step makes beautiful
staircases randomly stacked and overlapping one another, leaving that natural
finished look that every landscape aims to have. Use the maya step as a large
stepping stone through your garden, or as a nice landing stone leaving your porch.

Pallet Specs
1 unit
10.6 sqf approx.
715 lbs approx. per unit
715 lbs per pallet
6 x 32 x 48

Pallet Specs
8 steps
3073 lbs
6 x 16 x 48

$274.99 unit

Chocolate

Riviera

Rock Garden
Brown

$125.99 unit

Baja Beige

Rocka Step

6 x 15 x 48

$125.99 unit

Pallet Specs
8 units
32 lnf
weight 361 lbs per unit
2890 lbs per pallet

The rocka step is a natural looking pre-cast step, that is finished on both sides for many applications. Typically
used for steps and staircases, the rocka can also be used for capping stone walls or making small benches. Rocka helps
you create an elegant pathway regardless of topography. these impressive steps provide a wonderfully wide walking surface.

Sauvignon
Oak

Smoked Pine

Hazelnut
Brandy

Camden Step

6 x 15 x 60

The Camden Step
combines the beauty
and detail of natural
stone steps with
installation functionality.
Utilizing a light weight
cavity body design, this
step allows the use of
easy installation techniques
weighing almost half as much
as other comparable products
on the market in look and size.
The Camden Step is available in
two beautiful earthen colour tones.

$169.99 unit

Pallet Specs
2units
510 lbs per step
1020 lbs

Chocolate

Riviera

Chocolate

Riviera

Rock Garden
Brown

Baja Beige

Rock Garden
Brown

Baja Beige

$139.99 unit

Sahara Blend

Ultra Black
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PRE-CAST COPING
Bullnose Grande Coping

Bullnose Cap
and Pool Coping

Elegant banding for pools and spas, offering a professional and quality hardscape finish.

$3.99 - $4.99 unit

colour dependent

The rounded edges of the
bullnose cap give poolsides,
seat walls, and steps a softer
appearance. The smooth texture
to this coping offers a
modern outcome.

$59.99 unit

2.38 x 12 x 5.88

(2.5 x 14 x 30)

Pallet Specs
180 units
88.6 lnf
4 rows of 22.15 lnf
2435 lbs

Bali Travertina Raw Coping

Part of the prestigious TRAVERTINA collection,
this pool coping offers more than subtly honed
elegance. Its edges curve seamlessly for a smooth,
rounded effect that is always a welcome feature in
a poolside contour. Beautiful on its own, it is also
the perfect complement to TRAVERTINA slab.
2.25 x 12 x 16
Pallet Specs
28 units
37.34 lnf
1100 lbs

Architectural Cap

Give your staircases a relaxed, old world
appearance with this cap stone.
Techo-Blocs Architectural cap is ideal for
designs requiring a deeper runner, or tread.
2.94 x 12.5 x 9 x 6.5
2.94 x 12.5 x 11.75 x 9.5
2.94 x 12.5 x 14.75 x 12.5
2.94 x 12.5 x 14.75 x 13.5
Pallet Specs
66 lnf
8 rows of 8.25 lnf
2390 lbs

$9.99 linear ft

$21.99 unit

Raffinato Cap

The sleek, polished look of the Raffinato collection
now includes the new Raffinato Cap 14”x 28”.
Elegantly designed to complement the Raffinato
wall, this finishing touch brings modern elegance
to double-sided walls, steps, poolsides
and seating benches.
Pallet Specs
24 units
56 lnf
8 rows of 7 lnf
2783 lbs
3.57 x 14 x 28

Graphix Cap

This double-sided unit offers a
split face or a smooth face to better
complement the Graphix wall. Its 14”
depth makes it a great option for step
treads as well as wall coping.
2.94 x 14 x 20

$27.99 unit (60mm)
$32.99 unit (90mm)

Pallet Specs
46.70 lnf
7 rows of 6.67 lnf
1950 lbs

$24.99 unit
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PRE-CAST COPING
York Cap Collection

Techo-Bloc’s York collection
spans from counter caps
and wall caps to pillar caps and
steps, providing a consistency and
beautiful flow in the details of your
landscape.

Escala Double Sided 3.5” cap

The Escala Cap offers a rustic and natural stone face, and smooth tread deep enough for a very comfortable
step. Compatible with many wall systems, the Escala is a sure compliment to the stone which it caps.
3.56 x 14.94 x 8.82 x 6.5
3.56 x 14.94 x 11.81 x 9.44
3.56 x 14.94 x 14.75 x 12.38

$189.99 unit (pier cap)

3.5 x 28 x 28

$193.99 unit (pier cap)

3.5 x 32 x 32
Pallet Specs
21 units per size
56.70 lnf
7 rows of 8.10 lnf
2936 lbs

$18.99 linear ft (coping)

3-piece set & 48” independent units

$164.99 unit (counter top)

2.25 x 24 x 36

$please ask

Prima Split-Face & Polished Cap
$12.99 unit (split-face)
$27.99 unit (polished)
2.94 x 14 x 16
Pallet Specs
48 units
64 lnf
8 rows of 8 lnf
1.33 lnf per unit
2655 lbs

Our Prima Coping is wonderful for capping
walls as it has a double sided finish. The Prima
also functions as a step tread with its deepness
allowing for a comfortable step. The new Prima
Polished Cap is now available with the same dimensions
yet offers a very smooth and contemporary finish.

Brandon Wall Cap

Designed to compliment the popular Brandon Wall system, the new Brandon
cap offers the same textured face and colour options for more design opportunities.
Polished

Split

$20.99 unit
(3.5 x 14 x 16)
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PRE-CAST COPING
Barollo Bullnose Coping (Best Way Stone product)

Portofino Edge and Pool Coping

The bullnose face is a soft approach for pool edging, wall copings, and
step treads. The barolla has a smooth texture and the 10” width makes for a quick install.

A multi-piece, multi-functional unit that can be used as a cap,
border (soldier), pool coping, or step tread. Portofino is both
tapered and double-sided to limit the time and expense of cuts.

9.84 x 12.48 x 2.95
81.18 lnf per skid

2.25 x 14.5 x 11.75 x 9.38

Sahara

$5.09 unit

(standard colours)

$5.59 unit

2.25 x 14.5 x 15.88 x 13.75

(onyx black)
Grey Mix

2.25 x 14.5 x 18.81 x 16.5
Ultra Black

2.25 x 14.5 x 19 x 19

Piedimonte Double Sided Cap

(Techo-Bloc product)
Here is the ideal contrast to an environment that is richly
varied in masonry materials. Used for steps, pool caps, wall caps
and pillar caps, Piedimonte calms and harmonizes surrounding
multi-textured Techo-Bloc products, adding definition and quiet
sophistication to the environment.

Pallet Specs
50.22 lnf
1714 lbs

$14.99 linear ft

Baja
Beige

Azzuro

$14.99 linear ft

Pallet Specs
80 linear ft
32 units
2175 lbs

Venetian Cap & Riser (slate & smooth)

The Venetian Series & Cap resemble antique Italian carved stone, transforming plain steps
into elegant staircases of intricate detail. Ask us about the Venetian Riser for making stair cases.

1.75 x 14 x 16

$17.99 linear ft

Pallet Specs
48 units
64 lnf
8 rows of 8 lnf (6 units)
1.33 lnf per unit
1500 lbs

$15.99 unit (cap)
$9.99 unit (riser)

Wall Cap
2.25 x 11.75 x 30

$175.99 unit

Wall & Step Cap
2.25 x 14 x 30
Pallet Specs
60 linear ft
24 units
2000 lbs
Pillar Cap
2.88 x 28 x 28

Smooth

Slate
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BEST WAY STONE
Tresca Slab

Standard
Corso

Introducing a beautifully sculpted cobblestone paver.
With many colours to choose from and such an
ancient mold, this paver can be used as a splash of
accent to any hardscape surface or the focal point itself.

For a grand approach, and elegant design, the Tresca ranks
amongst the best! Although available in each individual size,
which may allow for wonderfull hardscapes, all 3 sizes can
also be blended to create a more natural and modular pattern.

A rectangle paver that still has its application.
The Standard paver offers endless design
options, and is commonly installed using the
traditional herringbone pattern, or for bordering
/ soldier coursing hardscape surfaces.

Basketweave

A great choice for a modern outcome, the Basketweave
is simple in colour and texture, but the simplicity is also its
contemporary secret and elegance!

Standard
Mix

Buff
Brown Mix

Grey Mix

Pallet Specs
94 sqf
5.24 x 5.24 x 2.75
7.6 x 5.24 x 2.75
9.96 x 5.24 2.75

$6.49 sqf grey mix
$6.99 sqf ultra black

Red Mix

Ultra Black
Salmon Mix

3.93 x 7.87 x 2.36
Pallet Specs
106 sqf per pallet
*can be mixed with
Double Standard
square paver

9.84 x 9.84 x 2 (small square)
(120 units) $3.79 - $3.99 unit

$2.79 sqf
Grey Mix

Grey Mix

9.84 x 19.68 x 2 (rectangle)
(60 units) $6.49 - $6.99 unit

Flagstone Slab

Moderna

The Moderna paver is a masterpiece in design. With
its simple “L” shape, each stone fits like a puzzle, yet
offers no consistency in the overall joints, therefore
offers a completely modular outcome.

Flagstone is a perfect stepping stone for crossing
through your gardens, or creating that stepping
stone design through a grassed area. Also great
for patios and walkways, this large square slab
presents a marvelously textured surface that
appears to be natural stone pulled from the earth.

Glacier Creek

19.68 x 19.68 x 2 (large square)
(40 units) $11.49 - $12.29 unit

Strada Nova
Beige Mix

Beige Mix
Grey Mix

Grey Mix
Golden
Meadow

Golden
Meadow

16 x 12 x 2.75
Pallet Specs
62 sqf
8 unique pavers / dummy cracks

$5.79 sqf

Ultra Black

23.62 x 23.62 x 1.75
Pallet Specs
25 units

Sahara

24 x 30 x 1.75 (25 units) $8.99 unit
24 x 24 x 1.75 (25 units) $7.29 unit
12 x 24 x 1.75 (24 units) $5.49 unit

Grey Mix

Sahara

$8.69 unit
Salmon
Mix

The Strada 4-piece paver offers the traditional modular laying pattern that is popular amongst
interlocking hardscapes. Strada can also be layed in a linear fashion, allowing endless opportunities
to your creativity. With a nice smooth, yet rustic appeal, the Strada paver is a popular selection.

4.13 x 6.88 x 2.75
(78 sqf)
6.14 x 6.88 x 2.75
(84 sqf)
8.19 x 6.88 x 2.75
(80 sqf)
10.28 x 13.78 x 2.75
(72 sqf)

*available in circle
kits of 40 sqf

$4.99 sqf
$5.29 sqf black
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BEST WAY STONE
Manhattan Plank

Adelaide

For those who desire a clean contemporary look,
the Manhattan Plank Paver is the ideal choice.

Avari

A modern new colour scheme and pattern, blended nicely on a
large patio stone. The Avari offers 5 modern colours, and a unique
jumbo size, which reduces joints and simplifies the overall outcome.

A wonderful choice for contemporary designs or adding a touch
of detail within a hardscape surface. Use the Adelaide for soldier
coursing, or banding throughout your interlock.

Trevista Regular & Smooth (50mm & 80mm)
Trevista is where craftsman engineering and rustic
charm meet in luxurious fashion. This large format
paver provides grand elegance to any environment.

Glacier Creek

19.5 x 13 x 3.2 / 2
13 x 13 x 3.2 / 2
6.5 x 13 x 3.2 / 2

Grey Mix

Ultra Black

Pallet Specs (50mm)
125.4 sqf
2866 lbs
Pallet Specs (80mm)
83.6 sqf
3058 lbs

6.43 x 4.29 x 3.12
10.72 x 4.29 x 3.12
12.87 x 4.29 x 3.12
10.72 x 4.29 x 3.12

Pallet Specs
6.5 x 13 x 3.15
98.4 sqf
14.5 sqf per section
7 sections

8.58 x 6.43 x 3.12
12.87 x 6.43 x 3.12
17.16 x 6.43 x 3.12

The Villa is a classic cobble-like, 3-piece set. The easy
application and blend of the 3 sizes, and the large colour
selection makes the Villa an easy choice.
Driftwood

Ultra Black

Grey

Richmond

$3.49

Glacier Creek

Ultra Black

Sahara

$6.29 - $6.79

Villa

Grey Mix

$4.29 sqf (50mm)
$4.49 sqf ultra black (50mm)
$6.29 sqf (80mm)
$6.49 sqf ultra black (80mm)

The Richmond offers a sleek approach to any interlocking surface.
With one consistent shape and size, the Richmond offers simplicity
mixed with a modern texture and mix of colour.
Beige Mix

Kashmir
Beige Mix

27.95 x 13.98 x 1.97
Pallet Specs
81.6sqf

$6.79 sqf (standard)
$7.49 sqf (premium colours)

Grey Mix

Grey Mix
Ultra Black

Red

Grey Mix

Kashmir

Charcoal

Salmon
Mix

Pallet Specs
98.4 sqf
14.5 sqf per section
7 sections
6.5 x 13 x 3.15

$4.29 sqf (50mm)
$4.49 sqf ultra black (50mm)
$6.29 sqf (80mm)
$6.49 sqf ultra black (80mm)

Glacier Creek

Driftwood

Beige Mix

$4.49 sqf (50mm) (standard colours)
$4.79 sqf (50mm) (driftwood & glacier)
$6.29 sqf (80mm) (standard colours)
$6.49 sqf (80mm) (driftwood & glacier)

Kashmir
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TECHO-BLOC
Borealis

73

A modern interlocking slab that offers the strength and
longevity of concrete, yet has a soft and appealing wood
aesthetic. Work this paver into your landscape design
weather it have a modern or traditional approach.

Antika

An unusual stone with inimitable charm. Antika
paving stones give walkway and patios the allure
of an ancient cobblestone courtyard, and can stand
alone or be outlined by a beautifully sculpted curbstone.

Ocean Grande
$9.99 sqf
2 x 19.5 x 32.5

The new Ocean Grande is Techo-Bloc’s latest
dry cast slab using a new high-definition technology that provides
an extremely tight surface texture with pores that are virtually invisible.

2.5 x 30 x 30
Pallets Specs
106.25 sqf
17 unit of 6.25 sqf
2976 lbs

$10.99 sqf

Aberdeen

Land of stone....From its craggy peaks to its deep
lochs, Scotland was carved and sculpted by time,
over billions of years. Its dramatic lines and rugged
beauty can be had today in the Aberdeen.

2.25 x 30 x 20
Pallets Specs
70.83 sqf
17 units of 4.17 sqf
2007 lbs

$9.79 sqf

Chocolate
Brown
Riviera

Sauvignon
Oak

Smoked Pine

2.25 x 5 x 30 $11.49 unit
2.25 x 10 x 30 $22.49 unit
Pallet Specs
70.83 sqf
2050 lbs

Greyed Nickel

Dunes ($20.29 unit)

The large dimensions and interesting
texture make this wet cast slab a modern choice.

2.38 x 4.25 x 8.5 (60mm)
Pallet Specs
123.7 sqf
11.25 sqf per row
11 rows
3500 lbs

$4.79 sqf (60mm)

Sandlewood

Chestnut
Brown

$6.79 sqf
$7.29 sqf black

$9.79 sqf

Rock Garden
Brown

Flagstone

Victorien
Victorien is a structured paving
stone with even edges that imitates
true brick yet is more durable
and much easier to install.

Onyx
Black

Pallet Specs
87 sqf
2230 lbs

Hazelnut
Brandy
Beige Cream

Shale Grey

2.25 x 30 x 10
Pallets Specs
70.83 sqf
34 units of 2.08 sqf
1040 lbs

Chestnut
Brown

The Flagstone slab is a mosaic of carefully sculpted stone
which appears to be the work of a highly skilled stonework mason.

Onyx
Black

Sandlewood
Chocolate
Brown

Champlain
Grey
Chestnut
Brown

Grey

Red &
Black

Sandlewood Shale Grey

Azzuro

2.25 x 11.75 x 23.5
Pallet Specs
92.04 sqf
8 rows of 11.51sqf
2426 lbs

2.36 x 12.0 x 10.5
2.36 x 14.5 x 10.5
2.36 x 14.5 x 21.5
Pallets Specs
90.55 sqf
11 rows of 8.23 sqf
2960 lbs

$6.49 sqf
Chocolate

Riviera

Rock Garden
Brown

Champlain
Grey

Baja Beige
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TECHO-BLOC
Venetian Series

73

(available in slate & smooth finish)
The Venetian slabs resemble antique Italian carved stone, transforming plain steps into elegant
staircases of intricate detail. The Venetian offers practical features such as durability, resistance to
de-icing salt, a lifetime transferable warranty, and can serve as the perfect covering for deteriorating
concrete steps while adding beauty and value to your home.

Mista Random & Grande

Random
2.56 x 7.88 x 3.94
2.56 x 7.88 x 7.88
2.56 x 7.88 x 11.81

The Mista Embraces avant-garde culture by combining rugged and
natural-looking textures and contours various dimensions. Through crisp
lines and strong textures the Mista is a long way from your traditional paver.

Grande
3.13 x 11.81 x 5.88
3.13 x 11.81 x 11.81
3.13 x 11.81 x 17.69
Pallets Specs
93.04 sqf
8 rows of 11.63 sqf
3474 lbs
32 units of each

2.56 x 11.81 x 11.81
(large square / separate pallet
which contains 120 units)

$5.49 sqf

Pallets Specs
116.2 sqf
10 rows of 11.62 sqf
3450 lbs
Shale
Grey

Champlain Chestnut
Grey
Brown

Chocolate
Brown

Onyx
Black

only available in
Mista Grande

Para Slab HD

Large-scale, ultra-smooth texture and fine lines best
describe the all-new Para HD. The Para offers a contemporary
design flare and is available in 3 independent sizes for all design options.

Pallet Specs
48 units
64 lnf
8 rows of 8 lnf (6 units)
1.33 lnf per unit
1500 lbs

$15.79 unit

Venetian Riser
1.75 x 7 x 16
Pallet Specs
48 units
$9.29 unit
64 lnf
4 rows of 16 lnf (12 units)
1.33 lnf per unit
740 lbs

$4.49 sqf
Sandlewood

Venetian Cap
1.75 x 14 x 16

73

Sleek ($8.99 sqf)

An extremely tight surface texture in a large format paving stone.

Champlain
Grey

Beige
Cream

Greyed
Nickel

Shale
Grey

Smooth Finish

Chestnut
Brown

Sandlewood Mohave Beige

Greyed
Nickel

Shale
Grey

Chestnut
Brown

Slate Finish

Blu 45mm

The Blu Veneer line offers the
opportunity to cap existing or
new treads, porches, walkways,
patios, or whatever other surfaces
may show wear and tear.
1.75 x 13 x 6.5
1.75 x 13 x 13
1.75 x 13 x 19.5
Pallets Specs
127.44 sqf
12 rows of 10.62 sqf
2560 lbs
Beige
Cream

Onyx
Black

Greyed
Nickel

$6.99 sqf (250x500 / 500x500 smooth)
$7.79 sqf (500x750 smooth)

Greyed
Nickel

Onyx
Black

Chestnut
Brown

Beige
Cream

Champlain
Grey

Shale
Grey

$4.49 - $5.29 sqf

(colour dependent)
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TECHO-BLOC
Blu 60 offers the same aesthetic beauty as the Blu 80. With matching textures, contours, shapes and colours, these product lines
can be used together, on larger projects where the thickness or strength therefore of the paver is not required, introducing Blu 60!

Blu 60 & 80mm Modern Collection

Blu 60 & 80mm Slate
Blu 60mm Mix
2.38 x 13 x 6.5
2.38 x 13 x 13
2.28 x 13 x 19.5

$4.49 sqf

Pallets Specs
116.82 sqf
11 rows of 10.62 sqf
3125 lbs
Blu 60mm Rectangle $4.49 sqf standard
2.38 x 13 x 6.5
$5.29 sqf onyx black
Pallets Specs
116.05 sqf
11 rows of 10.55 sqf
3230 lbs
Blu 60mm Grande
2.38 x 19.5 x 32.5

$5.99 sqf

Pallets Specs
96.71 sqf
9 rows of 10.75
2698 lbs

Blu 80mm Mix
3.18 x 13 x 6.5
3.18 x 13 x 13
3.18 x 13 x 19.5

Pallet Specs
84.96 sqf
8 rows of 10.62 sqf
3110 lbs
$6.29 sqf (random)
$6.29 sqf (rec) standard
$7.29 sqf (rec) onyx black

Smooth Finish
$4.49 - $5.49 sqf

Polished Finish
$7.49 sqf

HD Smooth Finish
$5.29 - 5.99 sqf

Slate Finish

Sandlewood

Shale
Grey

Mohave
Beige

Champlain
Grey

Onyx
Black

Chestnut
Brown

Chocolate
Brown

Champlain
Grey

Chocolate
Brown

Beige
Cream

Greyed
Nickel

Shale
Grey

Chestnut
Brown

Onyx
Black
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TECHO-BLOC
Aquastorm

Aesthetically pleasing,
and modern in design
and concept. The
Aquastorm paver
allows for a hardscape
surface for multiple
applications including
driveways, and allows
grass to grow
healthy, or
decorative stone
to remain in
place even with
vehicle movement.

Industria
Slab & Paver
Inflo
$8.29 sqf

A ground-breaking, storm-water
management paving system for heavy
traffic industrial, commercial and institutional
use. It is the ideal solution to address the growing
need (and requirement) to increase ground
permeability and storm water management.

A contemporary paver,
intended for commercial
and municipal pedestrian
use, Industria’s straight
edges will give each project a
modern and exclusive appearance.
Available in smooth, polished and
Granitex finishes. Industria is part
of the dry cast collection.
Available in multiple sizes
and thicknesses

Pallet Specs
78.39 sqf
7 rows of 11.2 sqf
2412 lbs

$8.29 sqf smooth
$10.99 sqf granitex

$6.49 sqf

Beige
Cream

Inca
$9.49 sqf

Inca slabs from Techo-Bloc impart your landscape
with the beauty and mystery of ancient South America.
An eye-catching stone ideal for the creation of imposing
walkways, side paths, patios, and poolsides.

Greyed
Nickel

Victoria

Baja Beige
Shale Grey

Riviera

2 x 15 x 7.5
2 x 15 x 15
2 x 15 x 22.5

Pallet Specs
66.50 sqf
1640 lbs
ask for more info

Grey

3.98 x 7.88 x 11.81
Pallet Specs
62 sqf
8 rows x 7.75 sqf
2710 lbs

Chestnut Brown

Chestnut
Brown

Onyx
Black

Greyed
Nickel

Beige
Cream

Onyx
Black

Chestnut
Brown

Shale
Grey

Shale
Grey

Charcoal

Diamond

Diamond paver brings a kaleidoscope
effect to modern landscape design.
Inspired by the geometric patterns
currently shaping contemporary
interior design, the Diamond paver
brings this look outside. The diamond
shape paired with the color & texture
options of this paver make it one
of the most creatively flexible
modern-style pavers for commercial
plazas, parks, sidewalks, as well as
residential use.

$please ask

3.92 x 7.13 x 12.4
Pallet Specs
74.47 sqf
7 rows of 10.64 sqf
3469 lbs
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TECHO-BLOC
Borealis Stepping Stone

Valet

The new Borealis stepping
stone offers a versatile slab to
create walkways in unpaved
areas. This 60mm slab is easy
and efficient to install.
2.25 x 24 x 24

The Valet paver
is a great way to add
character and a touch
of luxury to a driveway.
These 6 ½ by 6 ½ inch
square units come in 6
colors for the ultimate in
mix and match versatility
and pattern creation.
Inspired by lava rock/basalt
stone, the highly textured
surface of the Valet brings
added visual interest to bandings,
mosaics and complete pavements
with the same salt-resistant
qualities you expect of
Techo-Bloc’s dry cast line.

Squadra

$please ask

$7.99 sqf

The new Squadra gives a
contemporary flare to a
-traditional cobble paving stone.
Designed to be used as the main
paving stone or an accent border.

Pallets Specs
116.82 sqf
8 rows of 4 units
1490 lb

Hazelnut
Brandy

$7.29 unit

Mika HD
$10.79 sqf

Sandlewood

A new wetcast cobble-style paver by Techo.
Designed for soldier coursing and borders.
The Mika can also be used for applications
which desire the same ambience as the ageless
streets of Europe, and the old cobble stone roads.

Shale
Grey

Champlain
Grey

Shale
Grey

Onyx
Black

Chestnut
Brown

Chestnut
Brown

Sandlewood Champlain
Grey

Pure
Carbon

Burgundy
Shale Grey
Rock Garden
Brown

2.75 x 4.375 x 11
Pallet Specs
107.63 sqf
10 rows x 10.76 sqf
2998 lbs

Chestnut
Brown

3.25 x 3.25 x 2.25
Pallet Specs
95.42 sqf
9 rows x 10.6 sqf
2612 lbs

Merlot

Onyx
Black

$7.99 sqf

Pure brings the larger
cobblestone look to permeable
pavements for residential and
commercial driveways and patios.
This interlocking permeable
pavement was designed to
allow for the proper percolation
of surface water into the ground.
3.13 x 9 x 9
3.13 x 9 x 12
3.13 x 9 x 15
Pallet Specs
90 sqf
8 rows of 11.25 sqf
3175 lbs
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TECHO-BLOC
Eva

The EVA paver’s petite dimensions
and beautifully sculpted finish brings
a fresh perspective to traditional paving
stones. Its proportions allow for a number
of interlocking patterns great for driveways,
walkways, poolsides and patios. It is de-icing
salt resistant, designed to withstand the
harshest climates, comes with a transferable
lifetime warranty and looks beautiful.

Linea

Villagio
Founded in 1642, Montreal is one of North
America’s oldest cities. The centuries-old streets of its
bustling historic quarter, with their timeless charm, provided
the inspiration for our Villagio pavers, equally charming and durable.

This versatile new paving stone is available in three lengths and two widths. Install a
single width to achieve a sleek, linear look, or combine both for a more traditional random
pattern. Linea’s crisp lines and clean look can direct the eye to a focal point, be it a grand
entrance, a patio or an outdoor kitchen.
Small Rectangles
2.38 x 3.94 x 8.88
2.38 x 3.94 x 12.81
2.38 x 3.94 x 16.75

Sandlewood

Pallets Specs
126.99 sqf
12 rows of 10.58 sqf
3590 lbs

Shale
Grey

Large Rectangles
2.38 x 5.88 x 8.88
2.38 x 5.88 x 12.81
2.38 x 5.88 x 16.75

Champlain
Grey

Pallets Specs
121.22 sqf
12 rows of 10.10 sqf
3429 lbs

Onyx
Black
Champlain
Grey

Shale
Grey

Onyx
Black

Chestnut
Brown

Chestnut
Brown

Chocolate
Brown

Champlain
Grey

Chestnut Sandlewood
Brown

Pallet Specs
132.48 sqf
11 rows of 12.04 sqf
3596 lbs
2.38 x 8.75 x 4.38
2.38 x 8.75 x 8.75
2.38 x 8.75 x 13.19

$4.49 sqf

Shale
Grey

Mohave
Beige

Baja Beige

Merlot

2.38 x 5.13 x 5.13
2.38 x 5.13 x 6.31
2.38 x 5.13 x 7.31
2.38 x 5.13 x 8.44

$6.29 sqf standard
$6.99 sqf onyx black & chocolate brown

Pallet Specs
117 sqf
11 rows of 10.64
2935 lbs
(call for confirmation)

Victoria

Sandlewood

Chocolate
Brown

$5.79 sqf standard
$6.79 sqf onyx black & chocolate brown

Riviera

6 unique shapes
2.25 x 23 x 31

Maya Slab
$34.99 unit
The Maya stepping stone is a
wonderful way to enhance the
country feel in one's backyard.
When you need to create
sturdy, attractive walkways across
lawn areas or between plantings,
consider a stone path with the
Maya stepping stone.

Pallets Specs
4.95 sqf per unit
93.3 lbs
17 units
1666 lbs
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TECHO BLOC
Brandon Fire Pit

Travertina Raw

Travertina Raw HD Paver
$10.49 sqf

Contemorary, elegant, and eye-catching.
The new Travertina Paver is a wonderful
choice for soldier coursing or bordering
other complimentary hardscape products,
or even as the main substance of any patio,
walkway, driveway, or outdoor living space.

Travertina has the elegant allure and subtle matte finish of the
honed Travertine limestone used in the great masterpieces of Italian
architecture. Modern, polished and sophisticated – wherever and however
it is used – the Travertina slab brings luxury above all. Now available in ivory,
rock garden brown and riviera colours to create your customized masterpiece.

The Brandon fire pit
is a pre-packaged,
ready-to-assemble
fire pit which is
available in both a square
and rectangle shaped
option. It uses the
Brandon 90mm
block to achieve
a dry-stack stone
appearance. It comes
packaged Piedimonte
wall caps as well as a
steel heat-shield insert
to surround the fire.

$1329.99 unit

Valencia Fire Pit
$449.99 unit

A circular garden wall, or when
used with the Valencia Fire Bowl
Kit, converts to a fire pit.
(80 stone units to
build firepit circular ring)
Steel Sleeve Insert

$345.99 unit

Riviera

Rock Garden
Brown

Ivory

Mix Bundle
2.25 x 10 x 20
2.25 x 20 x 20
Pallet Specs
75.06 sqf
9 rows of 8.34 sqf
1986 lbs

$10.49 sqf

Large Rectangle
2.25 x 20 x 30

Large Square
2.25 x 30 x 30

Pallet Specs
75.06 sqf
9 rows of 8.34 sqf
1988 lbs

Pallet Specs
106.25 sqf
17 units x 6.25 sqf each
2820 lbs

$10.49 sqf

$11.99 sqf

Prescott Fire Pit ($1329.99 unit)
Riviera

Rock Garden
Brown

Ivory

Raffinato Fire Pit ($1329.99 unit)

The sleek, polished
look of the Prescott &
Raffinato collection
has now been extended
to outdoor fire features.
These fire pit kits are
pre-packaged
(not pre-assembled),
that can accommodate
wood burning, natural
gas or propane-fueled fires.
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BROOKLIN STONE
Barnboard

Concrete Barnboard can be used to create a
patio or walkway and is a beautiful natural-looking, decorative addition
to a garden. Barnboard offers the colour, texture and appearance of wood,
and the durability of concrete, making it ideal for imaginative outdoor spaces.

Banff

Banff paving stones offer a slightly different twist on a
standard stone. They have a distinct slate-like texture and are available
in larger sizes, enabling designers to create unique outdoor entertainment areas or driveways.
Walnut

11.88 x 17.63 x 2.63
11.88 x 11.63 x 2.63
5.88 x 11.63 x 2.63
Onyx Black only
available in smallest size

Limestone

$4.82 sqf mixed
$5.44 sqf (rec) onyx

$16.99 sqf

9.88 x 35 x 1.63
Pallet Specs
20 units per cube

Shale

Slate

Onyx

Sandstone

Remington

Architectural linear designs inspire
the Remington large format series offered
in both random and running bond patterns.
The simple, chamfered edge compliments its
unique appearance and creates a beautiful
outdoor living space making it ideal for
any walkway, patio or pool deck.

Chestnut

$4.29 sqf

Onyx

Pallet Specs
105 sqf (mixed)

Santa Fe

Rugged Santa Fe Texture
patio slabs feature enhanced
colours and unique textures for
a true southwestern feel. They can
add value and unlimited enjoyment
to any outdoor gathering space.
11 x 11 x 1.75
144 units per skid

$2.99 unit

$2.99 sqf (standard)
$4.99 sqf (tumbled)

With its sophisticated
look and reversible design,
Inversa is one of our most
versatile products and offers
unlimited layout possibilities.
•available in both
tumbled & standard finishes
•3 sizes / palletized individually

7.5 x 15 x 2.38
15 x 15 x 2.38
7.5 x 22.5 x 2.38

Vintage Grey

Inversa Stone

Smoke

Sand

Pewter

Natural

11.82 x 7.87 x 2.36
7.87 x 7.87 x 2.36
7.87 x 3.94 x 2.36

Char-Brown

Chestnut

Colonial Buff

Pewter

Terracotta
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BROOKLIN STONE
Peninsula Slab

Lakeridge Paver

Lakeridge offers the natural look and texture of stone, with a rustic
appearance. Thicker than our traditional pavers, they are suited to heavy–traffic
areas such as a driveway or patio. Use the Onyx stone in soldier course for a unique finishing touch.
9.75 x 14.63 x 3.13
9.75 x 9.75 x 3.13
7.38 x 9.75 x 3.13
4.75 x 9.75 x 3.13
Onyx black only
available in size
7.38 x 9.75 x 3.13

$4.99 sqf
Ashburn

Limestone

Ashburn
Brown

Coastal
Beige

Minteral
Grey

Onyx

Sierra
Sandstone

Quarry Stone
With their rich and distinctive colour, Peninsula patio slabs offer a
different look that is sure to turn heads. The flagstone
texture replicates natural stone, helping create
beautiful outdoor spaces quickly
and cost effectively.
12 x 12 x 1.75 $8.29 unit
12 x 24 x 1.75 $16.49 unit
24 x 24 x 1.75 $29.49 unit
25 units per skid

Quarry Stone adds
a contemporary,
relaxed feel to a
landscape setting.
These uniquely
shaped slabs are
placed in a specific
pattern to resemble
natural flagstone.

$6.79 unit

Sand

Smoke
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BEST WAY STONE

BROOKLIN

Parkwall

Parkwall is a versatile wall system that will build straight or curved walls, and allow you to build
90-degree corners without issues. This collection of wallstone is extremely easy to work with
and has an elegant and natural outcome.

Quickwall

(Brooklin product)
Quick Wall is ideal
for small garden walls
and edgings. Straight
walls and inside or
outside curves with
tight radiuses can be
created without cutting.

7.87 x 11.61 x 5.9 (regular) (30 doubles)

$5.79 unit
7.87 x 11.61 x 5.9 (corner) (24 units)

$12.29 unit

3.86 x 7.86 x 6.86

7.87 x 11.61 x 5.9 (tapered) (30 doubles)

tumbled & standard
180 units per skid / 40 sqf
3060 lbs

$5.49 unit

23.62 x 11.81 x 2.95 (coping) (32 units)

$9.99 unit
$11.49 unit (ultra black)

Beige
Mix

Grey
Mix

Grey

Red
Mix

Sahara
Blend

Pewter

Natural

Colonial
Buff

14.96 x 8.85 x 4.92 (mix set)

Allow the Garden Lock to
simplify your wallstone
installation. The units come
in a 3-piece kit for
a rustic and random design.
The Garden Lock
also comes in a wedgestone
that allows for curved
walls or curves within sections
of your retaining wall
structure. An easy stone to work
with and a classic tumbled design.

7.48 x 8.85 x 4.92 (mix set)
Pallet Specs $12.79 sqf
27.5 sqf
Corner Unit $11.99 unit

Beige
Mix

Grey
Mix

60 units / 5 rows per skid.

Ultra
Black

$7.79 - $8.49 wall unit (colour dependent)
$9.29 - $10.49 corner unit (colour dependent)

15.74 x 10.23 x 2.95 (coping) (64 units) $8.49 unit
8.07 x 8.85 x 4.92 (wedge) (125 units) $3.49 unit

Ridge Wall (Best Way Stone)

This architectural wall is generally used in commercial
or industrial applications where a strong load bearing is required.

8.23 x 10.23 x 2.95 (wedge coping) (125 units)

$3.99 unit
Grey
Mix

Grey

Sahara
Blend

Salmon
Mix

Antico Stacker Wall
Beige
Mix

Sahara
Blend

Ultra
Black

Grey
Mix

Salmon
Mix

$2.79 unit (standard)
$3.69 unit (tumbled)

The dimensions and locking system
of the Hazelton wall can work
seamlessly with the Garden Lock
block and coping units in tandem
or as an accent. The
Hazelton wall is a
double-sided wall.

9.84 x 8.85 x 4.92 (mix set)

Beige
Mix

Antique
Red

Hazelton Wall (Best Way Stone)

Salmon
Mix

Garden Lock Wall

Chestnut

Antico is a wonderfull and easy wallstone to use.
Famous with the professionals and still and easy install
for the DIY. Antico is commonly used for knee-high walls,
double sided walls, benches, bbq’s our countertops.
7.87 x 11.81 x 3.93 (96 units)

$4.49 unit
$4.99 unit (ultra black)

Standard / Coping
6 units per skid
39.5 x 17.25 x 8

$42.29 unit

45 Degree Corner Unit
6 units per skid
39.5 x 17.25 x 8

Soho (Best Way Stone)

$17.99 - $19.29 standard (colour dependent)
$11.49 - $12.49 corner (colour dependent)

Driftwood

Glacier Creek

Smooth Grey

$52.79 unit

Corner Unit
37 x 17.25 x 8

Kashmir Blend

$59.99 unit

Ultra Black
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TECHO-BLOC
Mini-Creta Pillar (Standard & Architectural)

Crafted with the appeal of aged and tumbled stone,
the Mini-Creta Pillar can be used at the entrance of a driveway, walkway, or patio.
2ft x 3ft Pillar (3” stone)
2.88 x 8 x 16
(3“ not available in architectural)

Mini-Creta 3” Double Sided Wall (Standard & Architectural)

Techo-Bloc’s most versatile wall stone. Mini-Creta Plus boasts an aged finish on both
sides of the block, making it perfect for a freestanding wall around your patio, or as a partition
between disparate areas of your landscape. Any way you look at it, Mini-Creta Plus is a beautiful stone.

Pallet Specs
6 rows
48 units
1560 lbs

2.94 x 9.81 x 9.06 x 7.06
2.94 x 9.81 x 11.81 x 9.81
2.94 x 9.81 x 14.75 x 12.81
2.94 x 9.81 x 14.75 x 13.75

$16.99 unit
2ft x 3ft Pillar (6” stone)
5.88 x 8 x 16
Pallet Specs
3 rows
24 units
1510 lbs

$20.99 unit (standard)
$18.99 unit (architectural)

Mini-Creta 6” Double Sided Wall (Standard & Architectural)

The Mini-Creta 6” can be used in conjunction with the 3” wall
system to create a very modular and rustic design. This double sided wall has a very
natural face and cutting design, allowing for easy installs and a great accents into your landscape.
5.86 x 9.81 x 9.06 x 7.06
5.86 x 9.81 x 11.82 x 9.82
5.86 x 9.81 x 14.75 x 12.82
5.86 x 9.81 x 14.75 x 13.75

Pallet Specs
24 sqf
8 rows of 3 sqf
2430 lbs
contains 8 right and
8 left corner units

$20.99 - $22.99 sqf
(standard)
(colour dependent)

Pallet Specs
30 sqf
5 rows of 6 sqf
3065 lbs
contains 5 right and
5 left corner units

$18.49 sqf
(architectural)

$20.99 - $22.99 sqf
(standard)

Shale
Grey

Champlain
Grey

Sandlewood

Chestnut
Brown

Chocolate
Brown
(3” only)

Onyx
Black
(3” only)

Mohave
Beige

(colour dependent)

$18.49 sqf
(architectural)
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TECHO-BLOC
Semma Split Face Wall

A 6" x 16" double-sided segmental retaining wall, with tapered
sides and an independent mechanical interlock allowing for a vertical or
battered wall. Semma also has tremendous shear strength (block to block contact), void
fill interlock (4 cored system with contractor gravel-filled cores), and a ½" bond for joint dispersion.

Skyscraper

5.88 x 11 x 16 x 10.5
5.88 x 11 x 16 x 10.5

Designed for
heavy retention,
the new Skyscraper
wall has the
traditional quality
of all Techo-Bloc
products, and the
aesthetically
pleasing
finish and
colour options.

Pallet Specs
26.25 sqf
5 rows of 5.25 sqf
40 units
2300 lbs

$14.99unit

Corner & Pillar Kit
5.88 x 16 x 10.5

$57.99 (base)
$46.99 (middle)
$35.99 (cap)
$97.99 (corner)
$86.99(extender)

Pallet Specs
24 units
4 rows of 6 units
pillar height 35.44
1495 lbs
Chestnut
Brown

$19.99unit

Shale
Grey

Shale
Grey

Borealis Wall

The beauty of wood set in stone.
A new and integral part of TechoBloc’s wood grained collection.
A product inspired by the use of
timber ties in both traditional and
modern landscape design. Borealis
wall/edge’s versatility extends from
simple edging for flowerbeds all
the way to the creation of doublesided and garden walls.
Borealis wall is the best
choice for capturing the crisp lines
of wood with the practicality and
durability of concrete.
Pallet Specs
32 sqf (16 units)
64 lnf (4 lnf per unit)
4 rows of 8 sqf (4 units)
3042 lbs

$57.99 unit

Hazelnut
Brandy

Champlain
Grey

Sandlewood

Chestnut
Brown

G-Force
Champlain
Grey

Sauvignon
Oak
Sandlewood
Smoked
Pine
Chestnut
Brown

Shale
Grey

The smooth texture
produces a modern look
and is available in two
grey tones and two brown
tones to provide greater
design versatility. Engineered
to be light-weight, easy to
install and structurally sound,
these single square-face-foot
units provide the ultimate in
on-site productivity without
compromising quality
or aesthetics.

$18.99 standard unit
$22.99 corner unit
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TECHO-BLOC
Brandon Wall

Manchester Wall

Adaptable units that
can be used to build
planters, walls, steps,
edge restraints, pillars,
fireplaces and
exterior kitchen
components.

Shale Grey

The Brandon collection brings an innovative twist to rustic brick walls by providing
the functionality of a double-sided, structural interlocking retaining wall system. The
90mm (approx. 3 1/2”) and 180mm (approx. 7”) versions are packaged separately, allowing
for a modular or completely linear design. This innovative double-sided retaining wall can be
used to retain earth, create raised planters or subtly separate or frame spaces with a free standing
wall. Accessorize flowerbeds and set off the Brandon wall with the Brandon edge, (see edging & curbing)

Champlain Grey

3.94 x 7.88 x 11.81

Shale Grey
Onyx Black

Pallet Specs
90 units
6 rows of 15 units
29.10 sqf
2760 lbs

Champlain Grey
Chocolate Brown
Onyx Black
Chestnut Brown

$4.99- $6.99 unit

(colour dependent)

Chestnut Brown
Sandlewood

3.5 x 9.75 x 11 / 15 / 16
Pallet Specs 3.5”
20.44 sqf
10 rows of 2.04 sqf
1823 lbs
7 x 9.75 x 11 / 15 / 16
Pallet Specs 7”
20.44 sqf
5 rows of 4.09 sqf
1898 lbs

$24.99 sqf wall (90 &180mm)
$22.99 sqf corner/pillar (90mm)
$27.99 sqf corner/pillar (180mm)

Sandlewood

Travertina Raw

The Travertina Raw mimics the texture of natural travertine in a concrete material.
Techo-Bloc has now extended the collection to a double-sided, structural retaining wall
system, two wall caps and pool coping in order to fulfill customer demand for this luxurious product.

Raffinato (available smooth & polished)

The stylish, polished look of the Raffinato collection brings
modern elegance to your outdoor living spaces. Packaged separately
the Raffinato allow for a clean linear design, and integration of one or both modules.

Riviera
Beige
Cream
Rock Garden
Brown
Greyed
Nickel
Ivory

6 x 8 x 16
Pallet Specs
31.75 sqf
4 rows of 7.94 sqf
2850 lbs

$19.99 unit (wall)
$22.99 unit (corner)

Onyx
Black

3.56 x 9.81 x 15.63
Pallet Specs
24.61 sqf single-sided
23.53 sqf double-sided
8 rows of 3.08 sqf single-sided
8 rows of 2.94 sqf double-sided
2060 lbs

$9.99 smooth (90mm)
$12.99 polished (90mm)

7.06 x 9.81 x 15.63
Pallet Specs
24.61 sqf single-sided
23.53 sqf double-sided
4 rows of 6.15 sqf single-sided
4 rows of 5.88 sqf double-sided
2071 lbs

$19.99 smooth (180mm)
$24.99 polished (180mm)
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TECHO-BLOC
Rocka Wall

By popular demand, the Rocka collection has now been extended to include wall
and edging applications. The Rocka wall/edge simulates carved-stone with incredibly natural
features. The impressive versatility of this 3 piece system lends itself to applications such as doublesided, structural garden and sitting walls, as well as edging for pavement and planting beds. It can also be used
as a staircase carriage for Rocka steps by integrating the wall as part of a structural step system to completely close off the sides.

Prescott Wall

Beautifully crafted, the chiseled face of the Prescott wall will integrate seamlessly
creating a natural backyard oasis. Available in two different heights, the Prescott wall provides
endless versatility for your backyard to create walls, partitions and visually interesting freestanding
elements. With the effortless color combination and flexibility the Prescott wall is sure to make a statement.

Victoria

Pallet Specs
27 sqf
12 rows of 2.25 sqf
2646 lbs
2.25 x 9.81 x 9
2.25 x 9.81 x 12
2.25 x 9.81 x 15

Riviera

Rock Garden
Brown

Pallet Specs
27 sqf
6 rows of 4.5 sqf
2477 lbs

Techo-Bloc has
redefined landscape
products once again with
this eye-catching, ultramodern, double-sided
structural retaining wall.
The Graphix wall’s varying
depths and unique but
simple installation process
(with included independent
clip system) creates a 3
dimensional visual effect. The
mix of smooth and hard split
textures adds visual interest
to this wall, making it perfect
for sleek and outside-thebox lovers of design.

Riviera

Chocolate
Brown

Rock Garden
Brown

Pallet Specs
19.88 sqf
3 rows of 6.63 sqf
1860 lbs

4.5 x 9.81 x 9
4.5 x 9.81 x 12
4.5 x 9.81 x 15

6 x 8 x 13.25
6 x 8 x 26.5
6 x 8 x 39.75

$28.99 sqf (wall)
$11.99 unit (pillar 2.25”)
$16.99 unit (pillar 4.5”)

Graphix Wall

Baja
Beige

$29.99 sqf

Pallet Specs
26.25 sqf / 107.67 lnf
8 rows of 3.28 sqf / 13.33 lnf
2773 lbs
2.93 x 9.06 x 20
2.93 x 10.06 x 20
2.93 x 11 x 20
2.93 x 8.06 x 20
2.93 x x 9.06 x 20
2.93 x 10.06 x 20
2.93 x 11 x 20
2.93 x 8.06 x 20

Beige
Cream

Greyed
Nickel

$25.99 sqf
Onyx
Black
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FLAGSTONE
Flamed Oversize Flagstone

Flagstone
$0.19 lb

Flagstone is thin layers of rock, hand sliced from larger layers of stone.
The process is manual and tedious, from the harvesting stage to the final install.
Commonly used for patios, facing of concrete porches or walls, caping of retaining walls,
or stepping stones through a garden. Our flagstone selection will be sure to offer you
the sizes, colours, and textures that you require for your landscape design.

Brand new to our flagstone collection.
The flame finish turns a regular flagstone into an
extremely formal & smooth finish, offering a more
practical hardscape surface and clean design.

$0.24lb

Oversize Wiarton Dark
Jumbo Flag 3-4”
$0.22/lb

Thick Jumbo Flagstone slabs can be used
for step risers throughout your landscape,
connecting two unique grades to one another.
They are generally used for stepping stones
throughout gardens or walkways connecting
two areas of your landscape.

Known for its rich black colour, our Oversize Black Flag is flawless in
texture, consistent in its thickness, and can turn a hardscape design into dreams.

Oversize Flagstone 1-2”

Granite Flagstone

Our Granite Flagstone has a blend of pink, white, blue, and greys.
The strength of granite surpasses a standard limestone, making this
product a lifelong decision, and wonderful for heavy traffic areas.

$0.24/lb

$0.23/lb

Oversize slabs of Flagstone minimize the amount of joints within a hardscape, allowing for a stronger
and less busy visual outcome. Oversize Flagstone can make for a quicker installation as the square footage
per stone is increased. The consistency in thickness and size is immaculate and therefore effortless to work with.

$please ask

Granite Stepping Stones
$please ask

Glacial Oversize Flagstone

Our beautiful glacial flag offers a variety of unique
colour and veins. The oversize pieces minimize seems
which offers professional outcomes!

$0.57lb
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PORCELAIN & COBBLE
Porcelain Tile

The introduction of porcelain tile offers a unique
approach to formal design. Porcelain is rated stronger
than natural stone tile, and therefore has a load bearing
suitable for all applications. This smooth and consistent
finish makes for a contemporary and clean finish, with
a perfectly smooth texture. Porcelain tile is perfect
for outdoor areas, urban squares, recreational parks,
public transport stations, shops, driveways, patios, facade
cladding, and very popular for roof-top patios as it
works in conjunction with a pedestal system
which facilitates roof-top plumbing and wiring.
Benefits & ISO Standards
•colour uniformity (little colour shading)
•no internal cracking
•made from 25-42% recycled material
•water absorption 0.5% (similar to granite)
•frost resistant
•breaking strength (stronger than natural stone)
•stain resistant
•slip resistant
Sizes & Packaging
12 x 24”
(2 units per carton)
24 x 24”
(4 units per carton)
8 sqf per carton
32 cartons per pallet
256 sqf per pallet
7 colours

$9.99 - 11.49 sqf

Cobble Stone

A favorite for designers when
adding pin stripping, banding, or
soldier coursing to any hardscape.
(available in black & gray)
2x4x4 / 2x4x8 / 2x8x8

$please ask

edging & curbing
COLLECTION

COLLECTION
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EDGING & CURBING
Pietra
Driveway Curb

Antico Curb

The Driveway Curb has the strength needed to support those
areas with constant movement and pressure. Exactly as the name
explains, this curbing unit is great for bordering all driveway surfaces,
and provides a wide enough face for your lawnmowers wheels to cross
over, making the cutting of your lawn and overall maintenance easier.

Looking to border your garden bed, sidewalk, driveway, or
walkway? The Antico is the curb stone for you. with a strong
tumbled face, and nearly 6” of rise, this user friendly curb offers
strength and style for all retaining designs.

Beige
Mix

Avignon Curb

A multifunctional border great for lawns, mulch beds and
interlocking pavements. The Avignon’s structural integrity
resulting from its weight, width and integral clip system,
combined with its alluring aesthetics slate textured side
and rock-faced top, renders it one of the most complete
border systems in the industry!

Give your landscape a distinctive edge
Slightly more refined then some other
curbing products, the Pietra resembles
a textured granite stone. By varying
Pietra’s lengths, Techo-Bloc helps accent
its already natural appearance.
4.5 x 3.13 x 8.88
4.5 x 3.13 x 11.82
4.5 x 3.13 x 14.75

Charcoal

Grey
Mix

Pallet Specs
96 lnf
4 rows of 24 lnf
1285 lbs
32 units of each

Grey

$6.99 linear ft
Red

Rustic
Salmon

Champlain
Grey

39.4 x 5.9 x 5.9
Pallet Specs
20 units
*available regular & sloped

15.75 x 5.82 x 3.62

Shale
Grey

Sandlewood

Chestnut
Brown

Tundra

$14.29 unit

Pallet Specs
72 units
1.3 lnf per unit

Garden Curb

$5.99 unit

The Garden Curb offers 3ft of retainer per unit,
which makes for a quick install and simple outcome. With less joints, and less curbing
units therefore, the Garden Curb will level and have less heaving then other curbing products.

35.4 x 5.9 x 3.62
Charcoal

$12.29 unit

Grey

Champlain
Grey

7 x 4.5 x 12

Pallet Specs
44 units
Red

Pallet Specs
90 units
90 lnf
6 rows of 15 lnf
2750 lbs

$9.29 unit

Shale
Grey

Sandlewood

Chestnut
Brown

A unique edger used for lawns, pavement, plantings, and even as a transition
unit for different plateaus in an outdoor living space. The Tundra’s distinct shape
adds personality to any project, while its transition capability provides functionality.
3.56 x 6.31 x 4 x 8.88 x 9.81
Pallet Specs
64 units (4 rows of 16 units)
52.5 lnf (13.12 lnf per row)
2520 lbs

$7.99 unit

Champlain
Grey

Shale
Grey

Sandlewood

Chestnut
Brown
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EDGING & CURBING
Raffinato Curb

The modern, polished style
of the Raffinato collection now
includes an edging/curb variant.

Borealis Edge

The beauty of wood set in stone.
A new and integral part of Techo-Bloc’s
wood grained collection. A product inspired
by the use of timber ties in both traditional
and modern landscape design. Borealis
wall/edge’s versatility extends from simple
edging for flowerbeds all the way to the
creation of double-sided and garden walls.
Offered in 3 alluring seasoned wood tones
and compatible with the rest of the collection,
Borealis wall is the best choice for capturing
the crisp lines of wood with the practicality
and durability of concrete.

$11.49 unit smooth 90mm
$14.99 unit polished 90mm
$22.99 unit smooth180mm
$29.99 unit polished 180mm

Greyed
Nickel

Onyx
Black

Rocka Edge

6 x 8 x 48

Baja
Beige

Pallet Specs
32 sqf / 64 lnf
16 units

$57.99 unit

Beige
Cream

Chocolate
Brown
Hazelnut
Brandy

Sauvignon
Oak

Smoked
Pine

Brandon Edge

The Brandon collection also
extends to edging. An innovative
twist on rustic brick, the Brandon
3 piece edge adds curb appeal to
your driveway and reduces
maintenance of your walkways.
Keep the mulch in, weeds
out with the Brandon
edge system.
7.06 x 3.94 x 8.88
7.06 x 3.94 x 12.81
7.06 x 3.94 x 16.75
Pallet Specs
140.75 lnf
4 rows of 35.19 lnf
3901 lbs

$7.29 linear ft
Champlain
Grey

Chestnut
Brown

Chocolate
Brown

Onyx
Black

Sandlewood

Shale
Grey

Riviera

By popular demand, the Rocka
collection has now been extended
to include wall and edging applications.
The Rocka wall/edge simulates carved-stone
with incredibly natural features. The impressive
versatility of this 3 piece system lends itself to
applications such as a double-sided, structural
garden and sitting walls, as well as edging for
pavement and planting beds. Rocka Edge
becomes a structural component of
permeable pavement restraint as
well as an erosion and sediment
control measure.
6 x 7.75 x 13.25
6 x 7.75 x 26.5
6 x 7.75 x 39.75

Rock Garden
Brown

Pallet Specs
19.88 sqf
1860 lbs

$29.99 sqf

Rustic Wallstone
The Rustic Wallstone
is a pleasure to work
with due to the
consistency in the sizes
and colours.
Available in grey and
brown, with 9
unique moulds
7 x 8 x 12-14
40 lbs

$21.99 unit

Rustic Edge

The Rustic Edge is
a small concrete
edge with a natural
stone design.
Available in both
beige & gray.
4 x 5 x 12 x 8 lbs

$please ask
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NATURAL CURBING
Natural Curbing
A natural stone always offers an ageless
ambience to our landscapes. Our Natural
Curb selection offers all lengths, widths,
and depths of rectangular stone to best
suit your home. These Curbs are
guillotined on either 2 or 4 sides,
offering the natural face and colours
that each stone provides.

Imported Natural Stone Curbing

$0.21/lb random wallstone
$15 - $29.99 linear ft
curbing & step stacker units

various
colour
options
& sizes

step
stackers
edging
& curbing

Natural Stone is the most elegant approach
for any edge or border. These curbs are
also used for step-stackers, which
support multi-step systems.
Available in many colours
6 x 6 x 31
6 & 7 x 6 x 42

$65 - $99 unit
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THIN STONE VENEER

Our CREATIVE thin stone
veneer collection offers
the best in its class.
To view our profiles,
check us out online,
review our veneer
magazine, or visit
our showroom!
NATURAL
STONE VENEERS
Avaani
Eramosa
Luxestone
Masonal Stone
Ontario Stone Veneer
MANUFACTURED
STONE VENEERS
Eldorado Stone Modern
Eldorado Stone
Fusion Stone
Stonecraft
BRICK VENEERS
Clay Brick
Eldorado

creativeveneer
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START PLANNING YOUR LANDSCAPE!
Connect with us online
www.creativelandscapedepot.com
Source products & trends
Get pricing from a CREATIVEmember
Build your inspiration board
Find a CREATIVEpro

www.creativelandscapedepot.com
1175 King Street North, St. Jacobs
Ontario, N0B 2N0
info@creativelandscapedepot.com
519 - 664 - 0225

